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Duke's stage at diagnosis Percentage of cases Five-year relative survival 
A 8.7% 93.2% 
B 24.2% 77.0% 
C 23.6% 47.7% 
D  9.2% 6.6% 
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1G207.21.1! =75! GH272G2=71aeQ! @/010! 96=54=O1! 501G92"0! ./0! O96G011! :964! 272.2=H!
"264=9Y09!521G6809#S!=11=#!5080H6O407.S! 272.2=H!G6990H=.267!.6!GH272G=H!63.G640!=75!
GH272G=H!T3=H2:2G=.267Q!&7!./0!0=9H#!O/=10!6:!./0!96=54=OS!=H16!Y76P7!=1!./0!9=.267=H0!
1.=<0S! ./0! "264=9Y09! 521G6809#! O96G011! 1/63H5! =559011! ./900! 24O69.=7.! 211301l! =7!
3740.!GH272G=H!7005S!./0!P69Y!21!O924=92H#!:6G31105!67!GH272G=H!4=.092=H!=75!./090!21!=!
1=4OH0! =GT3212.267! O96G011! 27! OH=G0! :69! GH272G=H! 63.G640! G6990H=.267! 1.35201Q! @/0!
P69Y! 27! ./21! ./0121!P=1! O9653G05! 27! =GG695=7G0!P2./! 13G/! 96=54=OQ! B291.H#S! 27! ./0!
="107G0!6:!90H2="H0!GH272G=H!4=9Y091S!./090! 21!=7!3740.!7005!.6!5080H6O!"264=9Y091!
=116G2=.05! P2./! 5210=10! O96<9011267! 27! 0=9H#! 1.=<0! 90G.=H! G=7G09! .6! <3250! 139<2G=H!
.90=.407.! 6O.2671Q! E0G675H#S! ./0! 46H0G3H=9! 4=9Y091! 2507.2:205! 27! ./21! 1.35#! =90!
O09:69405!67!GH272G=H!1=4OH01Q!@/295H#S!./090!21!=7!0R21.27<!"26"=7Y!27!./0!(7280912.#!
6:!;29427</=4S!P/2G/!G67.=271!/3759051!6:!:901/!:96`07!=75!:694=H27N:2R05!O=9=::27N







?6H690G.=H! G=7G09! 21! ./0! O9653G.! 6:! =! 43H.21.0O! =GG343H=.267! 6:! <070.2G! =75!
0O2<070.2G!="099=.2671!./=.!H0=5!.6!./0!.9=71:694=.267!6:!7694=H!G6H672G!0O2./0H234!
27.6! =5076G=9G2764=Q! ! @/21! 10T307.2=H! O96G011! 21! P250H#! "0H20805! .6! 59280! ./0!
272.2=.267! =75! O96<9011267! 6:! "072<7! =50764=1! .6! 4=H2<7=7.! G=9G2764=1! =1! ./010!
<070.2G!=H.09=.2671!6:.07!=::0G.!Y0#!12<7=HH27<!O=./P=#1!./=.!G67.96H!./0!/=HH4=9Y1!6:!
.34639! "0/=82639WKS! WLQ! B69!4=7#! #0=91S! <070.2G! =H.09=.2671! =75! /6P! ./0#! H0=5! .6!
<07642G!271.="2H2.#!/=80!"007!./0!4=27!:6G31!27!1G207.2:2G!9010=9G/!P2./!./0!1.35#!6:!
0O2<070.2G1! .=Y27<! =! ["=GY10=.]Q! ,39! =OO90G2=.267! 6:! ./0! 0O2<070.2G! H=751G=O0! /=1!
<90=.H#!0RO=7505!27!90G07.!#0=91S!O=9.H#!530!.6!./0!<96P27<!=P=907011!6:!0O2<070.2G!
27/092.=7G0! 21! G92.2G=H! 27! 4=7#! G0HH3H=9! O96G01101! 13G/! =1! <070! .9=71G92O.267! =75!
52::0907.2=.267!=75!4690!24O69.=7.H#S!6:!/6P!5090<3H=.267!6:!0O2<070.2G1!G=7!H0=5!.6!





@/0! G39907.! 46H0G3H=9! H=751G=O0! 6:! G6H690G.=H! G=7G09! 5282501! .346392<070121! 27.6!
./900! 521.27G.! O=./P=#1l! 0O2<070.2GS! G/9646164=H! =75! 42G961=.0HH2.0! 271.="2H2.#!
O=./P=#1S!P/2G/!21!=7!6809124OH2:2G=.267!=1!082507G0!/=1!1/6P7!./=.!./010!O=./P=#1!
6:.07!6809H=OQ!&7!./0!70R.!10G.267S!./010!27528253=H!O=./P=#1!=75!/6P!./0#!27.09=G.!
40G/=721.2G=HH#! .6! 59280! .346392<070121! =90! 521G31105Q! @/090! 21! <96P27<! 082507G0!







+611! 6:! <070.2G! 1.="2H2.#! 21! =! :90T307.! =75! Y0#! 40G/=7214! 27! 461.! 16H25! .34639!
:694=.267WMQ! ! -07642G! 271.="2H2.#! G=7! .=Y0! ./0! 1/=O0! 6:! .P6! :6941l! =.! ./0!
G/9646164=H! H080HS! 9013H.27<! 27! <=271! 69! H61101! 6:! P/6H0! 69! H=9<0! O=9.1! 6:! ./0!
G/964616401!b=703OH625#c!=75!=.!./0!73GH06.250!H080H!=75!9013H.1!27!"=10!50H0.2671S!
13"1.2.3.2671! =75! 27109.2671Q! @346391! 0R/2"2.27<! =H.09=.2671! =.! ./0! G/9646164=H!
H080H! =90! ./63</.! .6! =9210! 82=! ./0! G/9646164=H! 271.="2H2.#! O=./P=#! b?&*cQ! ! @/21!
O=./P=#! 21! "#! :=9! ./0! 461.! G64467! <07642G! 271.="2H2.#! 90O69.05! 27! G6H690G.=H!





-070! O9653G.1! 6:!-!0! =75!%=%! =G.! =1! G/0GYO627.! 1071691! =75! 12<7=H! .9=7153G091!
./=.! 90<3H=.0! 121.09! G/964=.25! 10O=9=.267! =.! ./0! 40.=O/=10N=7=O/=10! .9=712.267Q!
@/0#!071390!G6990G.!G/96461640!10<90<=.267!"#!50H=#27<!./0!1.=9.!6:!=7=O/=10!37.2H!
53OH2G=.05! G/964=.251! =90! =H2<705! 67! ./0! 40.=O/=10! OH=.0Q! %G.28=.267! 6:! ./010!
O96.0271! H0=51! .6! G0HH! G#GH0! =9901.! ./963</! 27/2"2.267! 6:! ./0! =7=O/=10NO9646.27<!
G64OH0R\?! b%C?\?cQ! ! @/0! =G.280! 1.=.0! 6:! %C?\?! 9013H.1! 27! 50<9=5=.267! 6:! 10G3927S!
P/2G/! 27.09=G.1!P2./! 10O=9=10Q! E0O=9=10S! 27! .397S! 90<3H=.01! G6/0127S!P/2G/! G90=.01!
O/#12G=H! H27Y1!P2./! 121.09! G/964=.251Q! !>0:0G.1! 27! ./21! G=1G=50! G/0GYO627.! 9013H.1! 27!
! ! JK!
G/96461640!42110<90<=.267S! H0=527<! .6! 13"10T307.! =703OH625#Q! ?6H67! G=7G09! G0HH!
H2701!P2./!43.=.2671!27!%Q%$+\-!0.!=75!%=%+!/=80!"007!1/6P7!.6!:=2H!G#GH0!=9901.!
P/07! 1O275H01! P090! 50O6H=92`05WUQ! ,./09! <0701! 2786H805! 27! ./0! 42.6.2G! 1O275H0!





27! G=7G091WdS! WeQ! ?07.9616401! O968250! =7G/69=<0! :69! ./0! 9069<=72`=.267! 6:!
42G96.3"3H01! 27.6! =! 42.6.2G! 1O275H0! =OO=9=.31Q! &.! /=1! "007! O61.3H=.05! ./=.!
G07.961640! =4OH2:2G=.267! H0=5! .6! 43H.2OH0! 1O275H0! O6H01! 53927<! 42.6121! =75!
13"10T307.! G/96461640!42110<90<=.267dKQ! )82507G0! :69! ./21! P=1! O9682505! 27! .P6!
1.35201! ./=.! :6375! 68090RO9011267! 6:! )*1+6S! =! G07.961640N=116G2=.05! 109270N
./9067270! Y27=10S! 27! "90=1.! G=7G09! =75! G6H690G.=H! G=7G09! G0HH! H2701dLS! dJQ! @/21! P=1!
:39./09!13OO69.05!"#!6./09!1.35201S!P/2G/!:6375!68090RO9011267!6:!404"091!6:!./0!






27! ./0! G=10! P/090"#! >*%! 5=4=<0! 21! O09G02805! =1! 2990O=9="H0S! "#! 2753G27<!
10701G07G0! =75! =O6O.6121Q! &7=G.28=.27<!43.=.2671! 6:! <0701! 2786H805! 27!>*%! 90O=29!
O90521O6101! 27528253=H1! .6! 1#7596401! P2./! 27G90=105! 131G0O.2"2H2.#! .6! G=7G09Q!
! ! JL!
)R=4OH01!6:!./010!1#7596401! 27GH350!/09052.=9#!"90=1.N68=92=7!G=7G09!b%$#!+!=75!
%$#!4' 43.=.2671cS! =.=R2=! .0H=7<20G.=12=! b!*-' 43.=.267c! =75! +2NB9=34072! b*"6.!
43.=.267cQ! %7! 0=9H#! 2752G=.267! H27Y27<! 90OH2G=.267! G/0GYO627.! 099691! =75! <07642G!
271.="2H2.#!P=1!5092805! :964! ./0!6"1098=.267! ./=.!<07642G! 90=99=7<0407.1! 1007! 27!




G=7G09! =75! :6375! Le!43.=.2671! 27! U! <0701! ! 90O90107.27<! ./900! 521.27G.! O=./P=#1Q!
,70!6:!./010!<0701!P=1!-$9++S!P/610!O9653G.!21!2786H805!27!563"H0N1.9=7505!>*%!




@0H640901!=90! 90<2671!6:! 90O0.2.280! 10T307G0! b@@%---! 27!/34=71c! 12.3=.05!=.! ./0!
075!6:! G/964616401!=75!O96.0G.! ./010! 90<2671! :964!50<9=5=.267!=75! :31267! :964!
=5^=G07.!G/964616401Q! &7!164=.2G!G0HH1S!=!10<407.!6:!.0H64092G!>*%!21! H61.!53927<!
0=G/! 90OH2G=.267! 96375! 530! .6! ./0! 27="2H2.#! 6:! >*%! O6H#409=10! .6! G64OH0.0H#!
1#7./012`0! ./0! G/9646164=H!0751Q!Z/07!=! G92.2G=H! 1/69.! H07<./! 21! 90=G/05S! G0HH3H=9!
G/0GYO627.1! 1242H=9! .6! ./610! =G.28=.05! "#! >*%! 5=4=<0! =90! =G.28=.05! .6! .92<<09!
=O6O.6121dWQ! ?0HH1! ./=.!4=7=<05! .6! =8625! =O6O.6121! G67.2730! .6! 528250! =75! 07.09! =!
[G0HH3H=9! G92121]! 1.=.0! 6:! 4=11280! G0HH! 50=./Q! ?0HH1! ./=.! 1398280! ./21! G92121! /=80! =!
O96.0G.280! 40G/=7214! P/090"#! .0H6409=10S! =! 92"673GH06O96.027! G64OH0R! 21!





@/090! 21! 082507G0! ./=.! 53927<! ./0! =50764=pG=9G2764=! 10T307G0S! G6H676G#.01!
37509<6!=!O09265!6:!.0H64092G!1/69.0727<!"0:690!90<=2727<!40G/=72141!.6!4=27.=27!




?&*! .346391! /=80! "007! 1/6P7! .6! O611011! =! 521.27G.! 10.! 6:! 43.=.2671! 6:! .34639!
13OO901169!<0701!=75!67G6<0701Q!&.!904=271!37GH0=9!/6P!./0!=GG343H=.267!6:!./010!





O96.027! P2./! 43H.2OH0! :37G.267=H! 564=271! ./=.! 90<3H=.01! 52::0907.2=.267S! =5/01267S!
42<9=.267!=75!G/9646164=H!10<90<=.267eMQ!-094H270!43.=.2671!27!./0!!"#!<070!=90!
Y76P7! .6! 9013H.! 27! :=42H2=H! =50764=.631! O6H#O6121! bB%CcS! =7! =3.6164=H! 56427=7.!
G6752.267! G/=9=G.092105! "#! ./0! 5080H6O407.! 6:! 43H.2OH0! =50764=1! 27! ./0!
<=1.9627.01.27=H! .9=G.S! 461.! 76.="H#! 27! ./0! G6H67! =75! 90G.34Q! (752=<76105! =75!
37.90=.05S!G6H690G.=H!G=7G09!278=92="H#!5080H6O1!27!B%C!O=.207.1!"#!./0!0=9H#!:69.201Q!
-094H270!43.=.2671!=90!<0709=HH#!1O90=5!372:694H#!"0.P007!G65671!JKK!=75!LaKKS!
P2./! .P6!/6.1O6.1!=.!G65671!LKaL!=75!LMKeefS! eUQ! &7!G67.9=1.S!6809!aKi!6:! 164=.2G!
! ! JM!
43.=.2671! =90! GH31.0905! 27! ./0!43.=.267! GH31.09! 90<267! "0.P007! G65671! LJda! =75!
LULMeaQ! E64=.2G! 43.=.2671! /=80! "007! 50.0G.05! 27! =1! 0=9H#! =1! ="099=7.! G9#O.! :6G2!
bUicS! O90G391691! 6:! G6H690G.=H! O6H#O1! =75! 2.1!43.=.267=H! :90T307G#! 27G90=101! b6809!
dKic!27!./0!H=..09!1.=<01!6:!4=H2<7=7.!.9=71:694=.267eWQ!
!
%! 13<<01.05! 96H0! :69! !"#' 27! G/9646164=H! 1.="2H2.#! P=1! 272.2=.05! :6HH6P27<! ./0!
521G6809#! ./=.! 53927<! 42.6121S! %C?! O96.027! H6G=H2`01! .6! Y270.6G/6901S! G07.9616401!
=75!=1.9=H!42G96.3"3H01edQ!%C?!G66O09=.01!P2./!);LS!=!OH31N075!42G96.3"3H0N"27527<!




G64OH0R! P2./! "NG=.0727! b?@**;LcS! <H#G6<07! 1#7.=10! Y27=10NM"! b-E$M"cS! G=1027!
Y27=10!L!b?$Lc!=75!%G.27Q!-E$M"!=75!?$L!O/61O/69#H=.0!"NG=.0727!=75!G6710T307.H#S!
O/61O69#H=.05! "NG=.0727! 21! .=9<0.05! "#! "N@9?CS! =! G64O6707.! 6:! ./0! 5052G=.05! )M!
3"2T32.27! H2<=10! G64OH0R! :69! 3"2T32.27=.267! =75! 13"10T307.! O96.06164=H!
50<9=5=.267LKLQ!I3.=.267!27!!"#!521G93O.1!./0!:694=.267!6:!./0!501.93G.267!G64OH0R!
=75! H0=51! .6!=7!=GG343H=.267!6:!G#.616H2G!"NG=.0727S!P/2G/! ./07! .9=71H6G=.0! .6! ./0!
73GH031! .6! 59280! .9=71G92O.267! 6:! <0701! 24OH2G=.05! 27! .34639! <96P./! =75! 278=1267!
./963</! 2.1! 27.09=G.267!P2./!@NG0HH! :=G.69\H#4O/625!07/=7G09! :=G.69!6:! .9=71G92O.267!
:=G.691LKJQ! !,70!0R=4OH0!6:!/6P!Z7.!G=7!1.243H=.0!O96H2:09=.267! 21!"#!3O90<3H=.27<!






:=42H#! 6:! O96.6N67G6<070! 21!43.=.05! 27! MKNUKi!6:! G6H690G.=H! G=7G091LKfS! LKUQ! ! C627.!
43.=.2671! 27! G65671!LJ!=75!LM!=75! .6!=! H01109!50<900! 27! G6567!aLS! H6GY! ./0!$A%E!
O96.027! 27! ./0! <3=761270! .92O/61O/=.0! b-@CcN"6375! =G.28=.05! G67:694=.267! "#!
24O=2927<! ./0! /#596H#121! 6:! -@C! .6! ->C! "#! -@C=10Q! @/21! H0=51! .6! =! G671.2.3.280H#!




,G' ONHEJ! 1.35201! /=80! 1/6P7!=7! =116G2=.267!"0.P007! G07.961640!=4OH2:2G=.267! =75!
G/96461640!421=H2<7407.!=75!$!)! =G.28=.267Q! @/010! G/=7<01!P090! ./63</.! .6!"0!
530!.6!=H.0905!27.09=G.2671!"0.P007!G/964616401!=75!42G96.3"3H01!"#!3790<3H=.05!
I%C$! =G.28=.267LKWQ! @/0!461.! O9642707.! 56P71.90=4! .=9<0.! 6:! ./0!A%ENA%BNI)$N
I%C$!O=./P=#!21!G#GH27!>LS!=!13"372.!6:!?>$f!69!?>$aS!P/610!=G.282.#!21!01107.2=H!:69!
G0HH! G#GH0! -L\E! .9=712.267Q! ?#GH27! >L! 68090RO9011267! =75! =4OH2:2G=.267! /=80! "007!
504671.9=.05! 27!8=92631!G=7G091!=75! 2.! 21! ./63</.!.6!1.243H=.0!G0HH!O96H2:09=.267!"#!
27=G.28=.27<! -LN4=27.=2727<! :37G.267! 6:! ./0! A0.276"H=1.64=! O96.027LKdQ! &7! ./0!",1.'
O=./P=#S! $!)' "2751! P2./! ./0! G=.=H#.2G! 13"372.! 6:! .#O0! L! O/61O/6.25#H27612.6H! MN
Y27=101S! H0=527<! .6!=G.28=.267!6:! ./0! H2O25!Y27=10!82=! 2.1! .9=71H6G=.267! .6! ./0!OH=14=!
404"9=7G0LKeQ!%$@\C$;!21!=7!24O69.=7.!56P71.90=4!.=9<0.!6:!./21!O=./P=#!=75!/=1!





@/0! *"6.' <070! 07G6501! =! MeM! =4276! =G25! .9=71G92O.267! :=G.69S! OUM! ./=.! =G.1! =1! =!
.34639! 13OO901169! <070Q! ! @/21! O96.027! 21! =G.28=.05! "#! G0HH3H=9! 1.9011! 13G/! =1! >*%!
5=4=<0S! 6R25=.280! 1.9011! =75! 67G6<072G! 5090<3H=.267LLLQ! E640! 6:! 2.1! 56P71.90=4!
.=9<0.1!27GH350!./0!G0HH!G#GH0!27/2"2.69S!OJLl!-%>>fU!=75!LfNMNMS!P/2G/!G67.92"3.0!.6!
-J! =9901.l! =75!;%jS!P/2G/! 21! 2786H805! 27! =O6O.6121LLJS! LLMQ! @/31S! H611! 6:! OUM! G=3101!






I2G961=.0HH2.01! =90! 1/69.! >*%! 10T307G01! 13G/! =1! b?%c7! =75! %7! b7! 5076.27<! ./0!
734"09! 6:! "=101c! ./=.! =90! .=7504H#! 90O0=.05! 27! ./0! <07640Q!I2G961=.0HH2.01! =90!
27.92712G=HH#! 371.="H0! =75! =90! 131G0O.2"H0! .6!43.=.267! 82=! =!40G/=7214! G=HH05!>*%!
1H2OO=<0!53927<!90OH2G=.267LLWQ!@/0!4214=.G/!90O=29!1#1.04!bIIAcS!G64O92127<!6:!=.!
H0=1.!10807!52::0907.!O96.0271!bI+DLS!I+DJS!IEDJS!IEDMS!IEDaS!CIEL!=75!CIEJcS!
90G6<72101! =75! 90O=291! 099691! G=3105! "#! 73GH06.250! 421O=2927<! 69! "#! 1H2OO=<0! =.!
42G961=.0HH2.0! 10T307G01! 27! 70PH#! 90OH2G=.05! >*%S! ./090"#!4=27.=2727<! 90OH2G=.280!
:250H2.#WfQ!
!
(7H2Y0! ?&*S! ./0! 40G/=72141! 37509O27727<! ./0! 42G961=.0HH2.0! 271.="2H2.#! O=./P=#!
bIE&c!=90!90H=.280H#!P0HH!375091.665!=75!2786H80!27=G.28=.267!6:!./0!<0701!27!./0!>*%!








1#759640S! ./0!40G/=7214!6:! .9=71G92O.267=H! 12H07G27<! 21! "#!"2=HH0H2G!40./#H=.267!6:!
./0!Z-3:++4+&'+44'O9646.09Q!!
!
%! 50:0G.280! 4214=.G/! 90O=29! 1#1.04! 2753G01! <07642G! 271.="2H2.#! "#! =HH6P27<!
43.=.2671! =.! 42G961=.0HH2.0! 10T307G01! .6! =GG343H=.0! 53927<! 13"10T307.! >*%!
90OH2G=.267Q! !I3.=.05!42G961=.0HH2.0! H6G2!6GG39! 27!G6527<! 90<2671!6:! G92.2G=H!<0701!6:!
G0HH!O96H2:09=.267!b*(;<!$4S!,(;4$&'!#a$4c!=75!G0HH!G#GH0\=O6O.6121!b%!2&'G=1O=10NUc&'
O9653G27<!=!:9=401/2:.!43.=.267!./=.!9075091!./029!O96.0271!27=G.280LJMQ!%!90O0=.!6:!
02</.! =5072701! b%dc! 6:! ./0! 4214=.G/! 90O=29! <070S! Z-L:.' 37509<601! =! :9=401/2:.!




=75! .0.9=73GH06.250!4=9Y091! b;%@NJUS! ;%@NJaS! ;%@NfKS! >UEMfaS! >JELJMS! >LWEJUKS!
>LdEUdS! >LdEaeS! >LdEae! =75! *(;<!$,,c! 10H0G.05! =.! =! *=.267=H! ?=7G09! &71.2.3.0!
G67107131!G67:0907G0LJUQ!D2</!:90T307G#!42G961=.0HH2.0!271.="2H2.#!bIE&NDc!21!50:2705!
=1! ./0! O90107G0! 6:! =.! H0=1.! fKi! 6:! ./0! 4=9Y091! 1G900705! P/2H0! H6P! :90T307G#!
42G961=.0HH2.0!271.="2H2.#!bIE&N+c!21!50:2705!=1!./0!O90107G0!6:!670!.6!./900!6:!./0!.07!
! ! JW!
4=9Y091Q! @346391! =90! G671250905! 42G961=.0HH2.0! 1.="H0! bIEEc! 2:! 76! 4=9Y091! =90!





/092.="H0! ./963</!42.6121!=75!4026121S!P2./63.!=H.09=.2671! 27! ./0!>*%!10T307G0LJWS!
LJdQ! A0<3H=.267! 6:! <070! 0RO9011267! "#! 0O2<070.2G1! 21! :375=407.=H! 27! 7694=H!
04"9#672G!5080H6O407.l! ./0! .P6!76.0P69./#!0R=4OH01!=90!0O2<070.2G! 12H07G27<!6:!
./0! j! G/96461640! 27! 4=44=H2=7! :04=H01! =75! 27! 24O927.05! =HH0H01! .6! 071390!
4676=HH0H2G! 0RO9011267LJeQ! @/0! 0O2<070.2G! 4=G/2709#! G=7! "0! 5282505! 27.6! >*%!
40./#H=.267S! /21.670!4652:2G=.2671! =75! 14=HH! 767NG6527<!42A*%1Q! >090<3H=.267! 6:!




%467<! ./0! 0O2<070.2G! 40G/=72141S! >*%! 40./#H=.267! 21! O09/=O1! ./0! 461.!
0R.071280H#!1.35205!=75!G6710T307.H#!./0!"01.!375091.665Q!!&.! 2786H801!./0!=552.267!
6:!=!40./#H!<963O!:964!./0!56769!EN=50761#H!40./267270!bE%Ic!.6!./0!G=9"67!U!6:!
./0! G#.61270! 927<! 6:! =! ?O-! 5273GH06.250Q! @/21! 90=G.267! 21! G=.=H#105! "#! >*%!
40./#H.9=71:09=101!b>*I@1cQ!@/900!>*I@1!/=80!"007!2507.2:205l!>*I@LS!>*I@M=!
=75! >*I@M"Q! >*I@L! 21! 90<=9505! =1! ./0! [4=27.07=7G0! 40./#H.9=71:09=10]! =1! 2.!
G6O201!./0!O90N0R21.27<!40./#H=.267!O=..0971!67.6!./0!70P!>*%!1.9=75!53927<!>*%!
90OH2G=.267LMKQ! >*I@M=! =75! >*I@M"! =90! [50! 7686]! 40./#H.9=71:09=101! =75! =90!
! ! Jd!
901O6712"H0! :69! 27.9653G27<! G#.61270! 40./#H=.267! .6! O9082631H#! 3740./#H=.05! ?O-!
12.01LMKQ! ?O-! 5273GH06.2501! =90! 76.! 0T3=HH#! 521.92"3.05! 27! ./0! /34=7! <07640! =75!
271.0=5S! ./090! =90! ?O-N92G/! 90<2671! .09405! ?O-! 21H=751! ./=.! =90! GH31.0905! 27!
O9646.091!6:!="63.!UKi!6:!<0701Q! &7!=!7694=H!52::0907.2=.05!G0HHS!?O-1!=G9611! ./0!
<07640! =90! 40./#H=.05! P/2H0! 461.! O9646.09! ?O-! 21H=751! =90! Y0O.! 27! =7!
3740./#H=.05!1.=.0Q!!!
!
@P6! O=..0971! 6:! >*%! 40./#H=.267! /=80! "007! 6"109805! 27! G=7G09p! <H6"=H!
/#O640./#H=.267!=G9611!./0!<07640!=75!H6G=H2105!90<2671!6:!>*%!/#O0940./#H=.267!
=.! ?O-! 21H=751! 6:! <070! O9646.091Q! B027"09<! =75! X6<0H1.027! :291.! 501G92"05! <H6"=H!
/#O640./#H=.267! G/=7<01! 27! G6H690G.=H! G=7G09LMLQ! @/0! O96O6105! 40G/=72141! "#!
P/2G/! <H6"=H! /#O640./#H=.267! 592801! .346392<070121! =90! ./63</.! .6! 2786H80! ./0!
<0709=.267! 6:! G/9646164=H! 271.="2H2.#S! 90=G.28=.267! 6:! .9=71O61="H0! 0H0407.1! =75!
H611! 6:! 24O927.27<LMJQ! E27G0! ./07S! 4=7#! 1.35201! /=80! 501G92"05! :90T307.! 90<267=H!





;NIQEC' +D+D' *ZC'YCHZPB@HNJG'W@HHCEGL' NG' @' GJEY@B' @GM' F@GFCE' FCBBD' ,G' @' GJEY@B' FCBB&'
IBJA@B'RECWECLCGHCM'AP'HZC'ECWCHNHNOC'CBCYCGHLT'ZPWCEYCHZPB@HNJG'@GM'WEJYJHCE'#W('
NLB@GM' ZPWJYCHZPB@HNJG' NL' JALCEOCMD' ,G' @' F@GFCE' FCBB&' IBJA@B' ZPWJYCHZPB@HNJG' @GM'




,70! 6:! ./0! 0=9H#N501G92"05! NG' ONHEJ'4650H1! 6:! .9=71G92O.267=H! 90O9011267! "#! >*%!
40./#H=.267! 21! ./0! 5290G.! 27/2"2.267! 6:! .9=71G92O.267=H! =G.28=.691! :964! "27527<! .6!
G6<7=.0! 10T307G01LMdNLfKQ! &.! /=1! "007! 13<<01.05! ./=.! 27! 13G/! =! G29G341.=7G0S! >*%!
40./#H=.267! =G.1! =1! =! [43.=.267]! P2./27! ./0! :=G.69N"27527<! 12.0LMdS! ./090"#!
5242721/27<!./0!="2H2.#!6:!.9=71G92O.267!:=G.691!.6!90G6<72105!./029!.=9<0.!12.01Q!!!
!
%1! =H90=5#! 521G31105S! >*%! 40./#H=.267! 21! G=.=H#105! "#! >*I@1Q! >*I@1! G=7! "0!
90G932.05! .6!0756<07631!<0701!"#! 27.09=G.267!P2./! 12.0N1O0G2:2G! 90O901169!O96.0271Q!
B69! 0R=4OH0S! CI+NA%AS! =7! 67G6<072G! .9=71G92O.267! :=G.69! :6375! 27! =G3.0!
O964#0H6G#.2G!H03Y=042=S!="099=7.H#!90G932.1!>*I@L!=75!>*I@M=!.6!./0!O9646.09!
6:! $!$%S! 670! 6:! CI+NA%A]1! .=9<0.! <0701S! =75! G=3101! /#O0940./#H=.267! =75! <070!
90O9011267LfLQ! &7.0901.27<H#S! 082507G0! /=1! 1/6P7! ./=.! >*%! 40./#H.9=71:09=101!
./0410H801! 42</.! "0! 2786H805! 27! <070! 90O9011267! 27! =552.267! .6! ./029! G=.=H#.2G!
! ! MK!
O96O09.201Q! >*I@N4052=.05! <070! 12H07G27<! =OO0=91! .6! 90H#! 67! "26G/042G=H!






90O69.09!<070!0RO092407.1! 2752G=.05! ./=.!40./#H=.267!6809! ./0! H07<./!6:! ./0!<070!





6:! 40./#HN"27527<! 564=27! bI;>c! O96.0271Q! @/0! /34=7!I;>! O96.0271! G64O9210! 6:!
I)?CJS!I;>LS!I;>JS!I;>M!=75!I;>fQ!)=G/!6:!./0!O96.0271S!P2./!./0!0RG0O.267!6:!








A04650HH27<! 6:! G/964=.27! H0=527<! .6! G/=7<01! 27! <070! 0RO9011267! 21! H27Y05! P2./!
! ! ML!
1O0G2:2G!O61.N.9=71H=.267=H!4652:2G=.2671!=.!*N.09427=H!.=2H1!6:!/21.6701Q!!@P6!:6941!6:!




)R=4OH01! 6:! O61.N.9=71H=.267=H! 4652:2G=.2671! 6:! /21.6701! 27GH350! =G0.#H=.267S!
40./#H=.267S!O/61O/69#H=.267S!3"2T32.27=.267S!1346#H=.267!=75!%>C!92"61#H=.267l!./0!
461.!1.35205!6:!P/2G/!=90!=G0.#H=.267!=75!40./#H=.267!6:!1O0G2:2G!H#1270!90125301!67!
/21.6701! DM! =75! DfQ! %G0.#H=.267! =75! 50=G0.#H=.267! =90! 90<3H=.05! "#! ./0! 07`#401!
/21.670! =G0.#H.9=71:09=101! bD%@c! =75! /21.670! 50=G0.#H=101! bD>%?cS! 901O0G.280H#Q!
-0709=HH#S! /21.670! =G0.#H=.267! 21! :6375! 4690! :90T307.H#! 27! 03G/964=.27! P/2H1.!
/21.670!50=G0.#H=.267!21!=116G2=.05!P2./!/0.096G/964=.27LULQ!!
!
&7! G67.9=1.S! /21.670! 40./#H=.267! G=7! "0! =116G2=.05! P2./! 02./09! .9=71G92O.267=H!
=G.28=.267! 69! 90O9011267S! 50O07527<! 67! ./0! =4276! =G25! =::0G.05Q! B69! 0R=4OH0S!
.9=71G92O.267=HH#!=G.280!<0701!=90!0792G/05!P2./!52N!=75!.9240./#H=.267!6:!/21.670!DM!
H#1270! fLJWS! LULS! LUJ! bDM$f40J! =75!DM$f40Mc!P/2H0! .9240./#H=.267! 6:! /21.670!DM! 67!




=1! =! 56GY27<! 12.0! :69! ./0! 90G932.407.! 6:! C6H#G64"!A0O901169! ?64OH0R! L! bCA?Lc! .6!
4=27.=27! ./0! 90O9011280! 1.=.0LUMQ! &7.0901.27<H#S! =! 1.35#!"#!;9=GY07!CHD'@BD' 1/6P05!=!
G6712509="H0!6809H=O!"0.P007!<0701!.=9<0.05!"#!./0!C6H#G64"!<963O!O96.0271!=75!
! ! MJ!
./610! 12H07G05! 27! G=7G09! "#! O9646.09! /#O0940./#H=.267LUfS! 13<<01.27<! ./=.! CA?J!
4=9Y1! 1O0G2:2G! .34639! 13OO901169! <0701! :69! 12H07G27<! "#! >*%! 40./#H=.267! 53927<!
.346392<070121Q!!!!!!!
;NIQEC' +D4D' *ZC' H]J' MNKKCECGH' LH@HCL' JK' FZEJY@HNG' @EC' MCWCGMCGH' JG' HZC' WJLH<
HE@GLFENWHNJG@B'YJMNKNF@HNJGL'JK' HZC'ZNLHJGC' H@NBL&' NGFBQMNGI'@FCHPB@HNJG&'YCHZPB@HNJG'





JK! .6! JJ! 73GH06.2501! H67<S! O61.! .9=71G92O.267=H! 90<3H=.691! ./=.! "275! .6! ./0!
G64OH0407.=9#! M]! 37.9=71H=.05! 90<2671! 6:! ./029! .=9<0.! 4A*%1S! H0=527<! .6! ./029!
50<9=5=.267! =75! 13"10T307.! 27/2"2.267! 6:! <070! 0RO9011267LUUQ! @/0#! =90! :291.!
1#7./012`05! =1! H67<S! 767G6527<!A*%1! =75! ./07! GH0=805!"#! ./0! 07`#40!>A,ED%! 27!
./0! 73GH031S! .9=71O69.05! 27.6! ./0! G#.6OH=14! =1! 1/69.! /=29O27! A*%1! =75! :39./09!
GH0=805! "#! ./0! 07`#40! >&?)A! 27.6! ./0! :27=H! :694! 6:! 563"H0N1.9=7505! 42A*%1LUUQ!
E27G0! ./029! 521G6809#! 27! LeeMS! 6809! LKKK! /34=7!42A*%1! /=80! "007! 2507.2:205! =75!
./0#! 4=#! .=9<0.! 6809! aKi! 6:! ./0! 4=44=H2=7! <0701LUaQ! @/0! 1.35#! 6:! 42A*%1! /=1!
"0G640! 6:! <90=.! 27.0901.! 01O0G2=HH#! 127G0! ./0! 521G6809#! 6:! ./029! 96H01! 27! =! /61.! 6:!
! ! MM!
G0HH3H=9! O96G01101! 13G/! =1! G0HH! G#GH0! O96<9011267S! =O6O.6121S! 52::0907.2=.267! =75!
.346392<070121LUWQ!42A*%1! =H16!/=80! =7! 24O69.=7.! 96H0! 27! ./0! G/964=.27! 1.93G.390!
G67.96H! "#! 27.09=G.27<!P2./! ./0! C6H#G64"!<963O!6:! O96.0271Q!I2ANLKL! =75!42ANJa=!
/=80!"007! :6375! .6! .=9<0.! ./0!M]N(@A!6:!)qDJS!670!6:! ./0!CA?J! 13"372.1S! ./963</!






P2./! =116G2=.05! <070! 12H07G27<! 21! ./0! 461.! P0HH! 90G6<72105! 0O2<070.2G! G/=7<0! 27!
.346391Q!&.!/=1!"007!13<<01.05!./=.!./0!H611!6:!:37G.267!6:!GH=112G!.34639!13OO901169!
<0701!"#!O9646.09!/#O0940./#H=.267!21!4690!G64467!./=7!"#!43.=.267LaKQ!@/090!21!




07G6501! OLUS! =! G0HHNG#GH0! 90<3H=.69LaMl! =75! ,aN40./#H<3=7270N>*%! 40./#HN
.9=71:09=10! bI-I@cLafS! P/2G/! 07G6501! =! G92.2G=H! >*%N90O=29! <070Q! @/090! 21!
G67827G27<! 082507G0! ./=.! 0O2<070.2G! 0807.1! 6GG39! =.! 0=9H#! 1.=<01! 6:! .34639!
5080H6O407.! =75! O90G050! <070.2G! G/=7<01LaKS! LaUQ! ?67121.07.! P2./! ./21! 76.267S!
B027"09<!CHD'@BD!O96O6101!=!70P!G=7G09!5080H6O407.!4650H!P/090"#! ./0! :291.! 1.0O!
2786H801! =7! 0O2<070.2G! 52193O.267! 6:! O96<072.69! G0HH1! 27! =! <2807! 69<=7! 69! 1#1.04S!
P/2G/! H0=51! .6! =! O6H#GH67=H! O90G39169! O6O3H=.267! 6:! 706OH=12=N90=5#! G0HH1Q! @/21! 21!
! ! Mf!
:6HH6P05! "#! ./0! 10G675! 1.0OS! P/2G/! 21! =7! 272.2=.27<! 43.=.267! P2./27! ./0!
13"O6O3H=.267!6:! 0O2<070.2G=HH#!52193O.05!O96<072.69! G0HH1Q! @/0! ./295! =75! :27=H! 1.0O!
2786H801! <070.2G! =75! 0O2<070.2G! OH=1.2G2.#LaUQ! X=92631! 40./#H=.267N90H=.05!





.6! 43.=.267=H! 0807.1! G64O=905! .6! G#.61270LaaQ! UN4?! 21! O9670! .6! 1O67.=70631!
/#596H#.2G! 50=427=.267! 27.6! ./#4270! 37509! O/#126H6<2G=H! G6752.2671! =75! .9=712.267!
43.=.267!b461.H#!?!.6!@c!21!./63</.!.6!=9210!=1!=!9013H.!6:!./21!O96G011LaWQ!@9=712.267!
43.=.2671! b?! .6! @! =75! -! .6! %c! :964! 40./#H=.05! ?O-! 12.01! =90! =7! 24O69.=7.!
40G/=7214!37509H#27<!52::0907.!G=7G09!.#O01!=1! ./010!43.=.2671!6GG39!=.!/6.1O6.1!
H6G=.05! 27! 73409631! .34639! 13OO901169! <0701LadQ! B69! 0R=4OH0S! :280! 6:! ./0! 12R!
43.=.267!/6.1O6.1!27!*"6.!=90!:6375!=.!?O-!12.01!G67.=2727<!UN4?1LadS!LaeQ!@/010!12.01!
1/6P! ?! .6! @! =75! -! .6! %! .9=712.2671Q! &7! =552.267S! O627.! 43.=.2671! 27! ./0!
90.276"H=1.64=! <070S! $%+S! =90! =H16! ?! .6! @! .9=712.2671! =.! ?O-! 12.01S! 9013H.27<! 27!




@/0! 4214=.G/! 90O=29! <070S! /-3:+! 90G6<72101! =75! 90O=291! 099691! G=3105! "#!
73GH06.250!421O=2927<!69!"#!1H2OO=<0!=.!42G961=.0HH2.0!10T307G01!27!70PH#!90OH2G=.05!
>*%S! ./090"#! 4=27.=2727<! 90OH2G=.280! :250H2.#WfQ! %! 50:0G.! 27! ./0! 4214=.G/! 90O=29!
! ! MU!
1#1.04! 2753G01! <07642G! 271.="2H2.#! "#! =HH6P27<! 43.=.2671! =.! 42G961=.0HH2.0!
10T307G01! .6! =GG343H=.0! 53927<! 13"10T307.! >*%! 90OH2G=.267Q! I2G961=.0HH2.0!
271.="2H2.#! 21! 90O69.05! 27! ="63.! LUi! 6:! 1O69=52G! G6H690G.=H! .346391! =75! ./0!





=553G.1! :964! >*%S! P/2G/! 9013H.! 27! -! .6! %! .9=712.267!43.=.2671! 2:! H0:.! 3790O=2905Q!
@346391!P2./!12H07G05!I-I@!=HH0H01!=90!O90521O6105!.6!.9=712.267!43.=.267! 27!Y0#!
<0701S! 13G/! =1!*"6.+8+! =75!1$!)+84Q! E242H=9! .6! ./=.! 6"109805! 27!Z-3:+&'O9646.09!




C9653G.1! 6:! 137H2</.! 0RO61390! =75! .6"=GG6! 146Y0! /=80! =7! 07/=7G05! "27527<!
O90:0907G0! .6! UN4?1! G64O=905! .6! 3740./#H=.05! G#.612701LWMS! LWfQ! @/0! 4=^69! (X!
43.=<07S! G#GH6"3.=70! O#92425270! 52409S! /=1! =! 1.967<! =116G2=.267! P2./! ./0!
40./#H=.05! U]@?-! 12.01S! G67:09927<! =7! 6809! LKN:6H5! 27G90=10! 27! O#92425270! 52409!
:694=.267!=:.09!0RO61390!.6!137H2</.LWUQ!UN4?1!=90!=H16!./0!O90:09905!.=9<0.!12.01!:69!






&7! LeeeS! @6#6.=! CHD' @BD' O26700905! ./0! G67G0O.! [?O-! 21H=75!40./#H=.69! O/076.#O0]!
b?&ICc!.6!501G92"0!=!<963O!6:!G6H672G! .346391!P2./!521.27G.!GH272G6O=./6H6<2G=H!=75!
46H0G3H=9! :0=.3901LWWQ! @/0#! =7=H#105! Ja! 7680H! H6G2S! .09405! I&*@! b40./#H=.05N27N
.34639cS!=HH!6:!P/2G/!G67.=2705!?O-!21H=751Q!@/0!40./#H=.267!O=..097!6:!./010!70PH#!
GH6705! H6G2! :0HH! 27.6! .P6!<963O1l! =<0N90H=.05! b@#O0!%c! =75! G=7G09N1O0G2:2G! b@#O0!?cQ!
@#O0!%! H6G2!P090! :6375!40./#H=.05! 27! [7694=H]! =<027<! 0O2./0H2=H! G0HH1! =1!P0HH! =1! 27!
G6H672G! .346391!P/2H0!@#O0!?! H6G2!P090!0RGH31280H#!40./#H=.05! 27!G6H672G! .346391Q!
@/0! ?&ICt! 50:272.267! P=1! =9"2.9=92H#! 3105! .6! 07G64O=11! .346391! 0R/2"2.27<!
40./#H=.267!6:!M!69!4690!6:!./0!@#O0!?!H6G2!bI&*@LS!JS!LJS!LWS!JUS!JW!=75!MLcQ!&7!./0!
1=40!1.35#S!?&ICt!.346391!P090!:6375!4690!:90T307.H#!27!./0!O96R24=H!G6H67!=75!
/=5!0RG0HH07.! G67G695=7G0!P2./!40./#H=.267!6:!W+>! b#0154!cS!*:%)+! =75!Z-3:+Q!
@/029! 13"10T307.! P69Y! :6375! ./=.! ?&ICt! .346391! P090! =116G2=.05! P2./! 1$!)'
43.=.267!=75!P2H5N.#O0!*"6.S!2750O07507.!6:!IE&!1.=.31LWdQ!!
!
+=9<0! O6O3H=.267N"=105! 1.35201! /=80! 13"10T307.H#! 08=H3=.05! ./0! ?&IC! G67G0O.! 27!






/=80! 67H#! :30HH05! ./0! 50"=.0! :39./09LWeNLdMQ! %! G67107131! 67! ./0! 0R=G.! <963O1! 6:!






%!"264=9Y09! ./=.! 21! 1.967<H#! =116G2=.05!P2./! O96<76121! 21! H2Y0H#! .6! "0! 310:3H! 27! ./0!
.90=.407.!=H<692./4!6:!90G.=H!G=7G09Q!I61.!1.35201S!/6P0809S!/=80!27801.2<=.05!>*%!
40./#H=.267! 27! G6/69.1! G67121.27<! 6:! 02./09! G6H67! G=7G091! 67H#! 69! G6H67! =75! 90G.=H!




G6H690G.=H! G=7G09! /=80! #20H505! G67:H2G.27<! 9013H.1Q! Z=7<! CHD' @BD! 90O69.05! ./=.! 27! =!
G6/69.!6:!dU!.346391S!40./#H=.267!6:!#0:+.'!=75!;3%5.!P=1!:6375!4690!:90T307.H#!
27! =58=7G05! 1.=<0! .346391! =75! G6710T307.H#! P=1! =116G2=.05! P2./! O669! 6809=HH!
139828=HLdfQ!@/21!O=..097!6:!40./#H=.267!P=1!=H16!6"109805! 27!=76./09!1.35#S!P/090S!
/2</09! H080H1! 6:! #:;$'40./#H=.267! P090! =116G2=.05! P2./! =! H6P09! 90G39907G0N:900!
139828=H! 27! H6G=HH#! =58=7G05! G6H67! G=7G09LdUQ! &7! G67.9=1.S! >=HH6! CHD' @BD' :6375! ./=.!
40./#H=.267! 6:! O6H#G64"! <963O! .=9<0.! <0701! b);$"+S!-_70+S!:,#+S! =75! )3,*4c! 27!
G6H690G.=H! G=7G09! G67:091! =! :=8639="H0! O96<76121LdaQ! +=9<0! O6O3H=.267N"=105! >*%!




"0! 59=P7! :964! ./010! 1.35201! 21! ./=.! ./0! O96<761.2G! 24O=G.! 21! 50.0942705! "#!
! ! Md!
27528253=H! <0701! ./=.! 37509<6! ="099=7.! >*%! 40./#H=.267! =75! 76.! "#! ./0! O96G011!
2.10H:Q!
!
@6! 5=.0S! ./090! =90! 67H#! .P6! <963O1! P/6! /=80! 27801.2<=.05! ./0! 96H0! 6:! >*%!
40./#H=.267! 1O0G2:2G=HH#! 27! 90G.=H! G=7G09Q! 50! I==.! CHD' @BD' 501G92"05! =! 40./#H=.267!
O96:2H0!G67121.27<!6:!/#O0940./#H=.267!6:!I&*@M!=75!/#O640./#H=.267!6:!I&*@LS!LJ!
=75!LW! ./=.!G=7!O9052G.! :69!521.=7.! 90G39907G0S! G=7G09N1O0G2:2G! 139828=HS!=75!6809=HH!
139828=H! 27! 7650N70<=.280! 90G.=H! G=7G091LddQ! &7.0901.27<H#S! 27! =! 10O=9=.0! 1.35#S! ./0!
=3./691!90:2705!./21!O=70H!.6!I&*@M!/#O0940./#H=.267!=75!I&*@LW!/#O640./#H=.267!










&7! ./0! ="107G0! 6:! 10712.280! 9=526H6<2G=H! =75! 6./09! GH272G=H! O=9=40.091S! ./0! 310! 6:!
46H0G3H=9!4=9Y091!.6!O9052G.!./0!921Y!6:!401690G.=H!765=H!40.=1.=121!27!90G.=H!G=7G09!
21!=OO0=H27<Q!)409<27<!082507G0!13<<01.1!./=.!>*%!40./#H=.267!/=1!=!O96<761.2G!96H0!








>*%!40./#H=.267! 21! =7! =..9=G.280! GH272G=H! "264=9Y09! "0G=310! 2.! 21! O90109805! 53927<!
963.270!>*%!0R.9=G.267S!G=7!"0!T3=7.2.=.280H#!40=13905!27!=9G/2805!.211301!=75!/=1!
70<H2<2"H0! .04O69=H! 8=92=.2671LeLQ! X=92631!>*%!40./#H=.267! OH=.:6941! 0R21.! =75! :69!
521G311267!O39O6101S!./0#!G=7!"0!5282505!27.6!./610!./=.!27.0996<=.0!40./#H=.267!=.!
127<H0! ?O-! H6G2! 69! 1/69.! 10T307G01! bG=7525=.0! <070! =OO96=G/c! =75! ./610! ./=.!





@/0! O927G2OH0! 6:! IEC! 90H201! 67! ./0! G/042G=H! G678091267! 6:! >*%! "#! "213HO/2.0!
.90=.407.Q! ;213HO/2.0! .90=.407.! O96.6G6H1! O90:0907.2=HH#! G67809.! 3740./#H=.05!
G#.61270!90125301!27.6!39=G2H!P2./!O901098=.267!6:!40./#HNG#.61270Q!!E3"10T307.!C?A!
90=G.267! =4OH2:201! 39=G2H! =1! ./#425270! P/2H0! 40./#HNG#.61270! 904=271! 37=::0G.05Q!
IEC!.=Y01!=58=7.=<0!6:!./0!10T307G0!52::0907G01!=92127<!:964!./21!O96G011Q!!
!
B69! IEC! =7=H#121S! O92409! O=291! :69! "6./! 40./#H=.05! =75! 3740./#H=.05! >*%! =90!




?-! O612.267! 6:! ./0! "213H:2.0! G67809.05! O924=9#! 10T307G0p! 40./#H=.05! O92409! 10.1!
G67.=27!?-!5273GH06.2501!=75!3740./#H=.05!O924091!G67.=27!@-!=.!./010!O612.2671LeJQ!
A013H.1! G=7! "0! 8213=H2105! 67! =<=9610! <0H! 0H0G.96O/690121Q! @/0! "2<<01.! 59=P"=GY! 6:!
./21!40./65!21!./=.!2.!67H#!O9682501!T3=H2.=.280!5=.=!=75!921Y1!O9653G27<!:=H10!O612.280!
9013H.1Q! &7! =552.267S! 2.! G=776.! 521.27<321/! H6P! :964! /2</! H080H1! 6:! 40./#H=.267Q!





/=1! "007! 5080H6O05LeUQ! ;213H:2.0NG67809.05! <07642G! >*%! 21! =4OH2:205! 3127<! C?A!
O924091!:H=7Y27<!=7!6H2<673GH06.250!O96"0!P2./!=!U!!:H36901G07.!90O69.09!5#0!baB%Ic!
=75! =! M!! T307G/09! 5#0! b@%IA%cQ! @/0! 0R673GH0=10! =G.282.#! 6:! ./0!>*%!O6H#409=10!
GH0=801!./0!O96"0!=75!90H0=101!./0!90O69.09S!P/610!:H36901G07G0!G=7!"0!50.0G.05!"#!
=!10T307G0!50.0G.267!1#1.04Q!%:.09!0RG00527<!=!O9050.0942705!./901/6H5S! ./0!C?A!




E242H=9! .6! IECS! ?,;A%! 90H201! 67! ./0! G/042G=H! G678091267! 6:! >*%! "#! "213HO/2.0!
.90=.407.Q! @/21! OH=.:694! 3.2H2101! =! 901.92G.267! 075673GH0=10! P/610! 90G6<72.267!
10T307G0! 27GH3501! ./0! ?O-! 6:! 27.0901.! 67H#! b0Q<Q! ;1.(&! GH0=827<! ?-?-cQ! ;213HO/2.0!
G67809.05! >*%! 21! =4OH2:205! 3127<! O924091! :H=7Y27<! ./0! 90G6<72.267! 12.0! 6:! ./0!
! ! fL!
075673GH0=10Q!&7G3"=.267!6:!./0!40./#H=.05!>*%!b?-?-!10T307G0!O90109805!53927<!
C?Ac! P2./! ./0! 075673GH0=10! 9013H.1! 27! GH0=8=<0! 6:! ./0! C?A! O9653G.! P/2H0! ./0!
3740./#H=.05! >*%! P2HH! 76.! "0! GH0=805! 530! .6! ./0! 90G6<72.267! 10T307G0! "027<!
G67809.05! .6! @-@-! 53927<! C?AQ! A0H=.280! T3=7.2:2G=.267! 6:! 40./#H=.267! G=7! "0!
01.24=.05! "=105! 67! ./0! 12<7=H! 27.0712.#! 6:! ./0! 10O=9=.05! :9=<407.1! 67! <0H!
0H0G.96O/690121Q! @/21! OH=.:694!/=1! ./0! =58=7.=<0!6:! "027<! 124OH0S! 270RO071280! =75!




;213HO/2.0! 10T307G27<! :6HH6P1! ./0! O927G2OH0! 6:! E=7<09! 10T307G27<Q! @/0! 4=27!
52::0907G0! 21! ./=.! "213HO/2.0! 10T307G27<! =7=H#101! "213HO/2.0N4652:205! >*%! 9=./09!
./=7! <07642G! >*%Q! &.! 21! G=O="H0! 6:! 27.0996<=.27<!40./#H=.267! =.! 127<H0! 73GH06.250!
9016H3.267! 27! 3O! .6! UKK!"O!>*%! :9=<407.1Q!I0./#H=.267! 1.=.31! G=7!"0! 50.0942705!
02./09! "#! 5290G.! 10T307G27<! b50.0G.267! 6:! =809=<0! 40./#H=.267! 1.=.31c! 69! "#! 13"N
GH6727<!10T307G27<!b50.0G.267!6:!40./#H=.267!6:!=!127<H0!73GH06.250!6:!=7!=HH0H0cLeaQ!










27G69O69=.05! 73GH06.2501! "#! >*%! O6H#409=10! 53927<! 0H67<=.267Q! ! CC2! 46H0G3H01!
37509<6! =! 109201! 6:! 07`#4=.2G! O96G01101! .6! 07="H0! =! H3G2:09=10N50O07507.! :27=H!
90=G.267!042..27<!=!H2</.!12<7=HS!./0!27.0712.#!6:!P/2G/!21!90G69505!"#!=!G=409=Q!%.!=!
?O-!H6G31S!"6./!5?@C!=75!5@@C!=90!27^0G.05!G6710G3.280H#Q!@/0!12<7=H!9=.26!6".=2705!
:964! ./010! 27^0G.2671! <2801! =! 90=563.! ./=.! G6990H=.01! P2./! ./0! =4637.! 6:!
40./#H=.267Q!
!




10T307G01! ./=.! =90! :H=7Y05! "#! ./0! O92427<! 12.01S! P/090=1! IEC! G=7! 67H#! 50.0G.!
10T307G01! ./=.! =90! G64OH0.0H#! G64OH2407.=9#! .6! ./0! O92409! =75! O96"0!











O9653G.JKLQ! C9653G.1! 5092805! :964! >*%! .04OH=.0! G67.=2727<! 40./#H=.05! G#.612701!
P2HH! /=80! =! /2</09! -?! G67.07.S! =75! ./31S! =! /2</09! 40H.27<! =75! .63G/! 56P7!
.04O09=.390! ./=7! ./610! 6:!>*%!P2./! 3740./#H=.05! G#.612701Q!I0./#H=.267! G=7! "0!
01.24=.05!"#!G64O=927<!./0!40H.27<!O96:2H01!6:!37Y76P7!1=4OH01!P2./!./0!O96:2H01!
6:! :3HH#! 40./#H=.05! =75! 3740./#H=.05! 90:0907G01! =4OH2:205! =:.09! "213HO/2.0!












@/21! .0G/76H6<#! 3.2H2101! =! O96.027S! 461.! G64467H#! =7! =7.2"65#! 9=2105! =<=271.!
40./#HNG#.61270! .6! 216H=.0!40./#H=.05!>*%Q!@/0!=7.2"65#N40./#HNG#.61270!G64OH0R!
21! 244376O90G2O2.=.05! 3127<! 4=<70.2G! "0=51! G67^3<=.05! .6! =7.2N46310! &<-Q! @/0!
40./#H=.05!:9=G.267!21!G64O=905!P2./!./0!27O3.!>*%S!P/2G/!21!76.!0792G/05!:69!>*%!
40./#H=.267Q! @/0! 0792G/05!>*%! 21! H="0HH05!P2./! =! :H36901G07.! 5#0! ./=.! 21! 52::0907.!
:964! ./0! 27O3.! >*%! =75! ./0! H="0HH05! >*%! 1=4OH01! =90! ./07! G6N/#"9252105! 67.6! =!
42G96=99=#!1O6..05!P2./!O96"01!G69901O67527<!.6!O=9.2G3H=9!90<2671!6:!27.0901.!13G/!
! ! ff!
=1! ?O-! 21H=75! H2"9=9201! 69! O9646.09! =99=#1Q! >6P71.90=4! "2627:694=.2G1! =7=H#121! 21!







.90=.05! >*%! =75! T3=7.2:201!40./#H=.267! H080H1! =.! 1O0G2:2G! H6G2! P2./27! ./0! <07640Q!
@/0! H=.01.!42G96=99=#! :964! 2HH3427=u! 3127<! ./21! ;0=5?/2O! .0G/76H6<#! 27.0996<=.01!
6809! fUK! KKK! 40./#H=.267! 12.01! 27! =! 127<H0! 90=G.267Q! @/21! .0G/76H6<#! 3.2H2101! .P6!
52::0907.!:H36901G07.NH="0HH05!"0=5!.#O01!:69!0=G/!H6G31!6:!27.0901.l!670!"0=5!.#O0!21!
5012<705!.6!/#"925210!.6!./0!H6G31!2:! 2.! 21!40./#H=.05!=75!./0!6./09!P2HH!/#"9252`0!.6!
./0!1=40!H6G31! 2:! 2.! 21!3740./#H=.05Q!@/0!:H36901G07G0! 27.0712.#!9=.261!"0.P007!./0!
.P6! "0=5! .#O01! :69! 0=G/! H6G31! =90! G=HG3H=.05! =75! G69901O675! .6! ./0! 40./#H=.267!
O09G07.=<0Q! @/0! 4=27! =58=7.=<0! 6:! ./0! ;0=5?/2O! 42G96=99=#! 6809! 6./09!






8=1.! =4637.! 6:! 10T307G0! 27:694=.267! :=1.09! =75! =.! =! H6P09! G61.! ./=7! E=7<09!
10T307G27<S!P2./63.! ./0!7005! :69! GH6727<Q! @6!O3.! ./21! 27.6! G67.0R.S! ./0!A6G/0\fUf!
! ! fU!
+2:0! EG207G0! <07640! 10T307G09S! ./0! :291.! G64409G2=HH#! =8=2H="H0! /2</N./963</O3.!
10T307G27<!1#1.04S!G=7!O9653G0!./0!1=40!10T307G0!5=.=!=.!LKi!6:!./0!G61.!=75!27!
KQei! 6:! ./0! .240! ./=.! =! 127<H0! %;&MWMK! E=7<09! 10T307G09! G=7Q! @/0! 6./09!
G64409G2=HH#! =8=2H="H0! 1#1.041! =90! ./0! E6H0R=\&HH3427=! -07640! %7=H#109! =75! ./0!
E,+2>!10T307G27<!1#1.04Q!!
!
@/010! /2</N./963</O3.! 10T307G27<! OH=.:6941! :6HH6P! ./900! 24O69.=7.! 1.0O1p! >*%!
1=4OH0! O90O=9=.267S! 2446"2H21=.267! =75! 10T307G27<Q! C90O=9=.267! 6:! =!>*%! 1=4OH0!
:69!10T307G27<! 2786H801!./0!=552.267!6:!50:2705!10T307G01S!Y76P7!=1! [=5=O.091]S! .6!
./0!.09427=H1!6:!:9=<407.05!>*%!=75!./21!21!90:09905!.6!=1!./0![10T307G27<!H2"9=9#]Q!
%5=O.091!=7G/69!./0!>*%!:9=<407.1!6:!./0!10T307G27<!H2"9=9#!.6!=!16H25!139:=G0!=75!
50:270! ./0! 12.0! 27! P/2G/! ./0! 10T307G27<! 90=G.2671! "0<27Q! %4OH2:2G=.267! 6:! ./0!
10T307G27<!H2"9=9#!21!O09:69405!.6!:694!1O=.2=HH#!521.27G.!=75!50.0G.="H0!10T307G27<!
:0=.3901Q!E0T307G27<! 21! ./07!O09:69405!3127<!02./09!>*%!O6H#409=10!1#7./0121! :69!
:H36901G07.!73GH06.2501!69!./0!H2<=.267!6:!:H36901G07.!6H2<673GH06.2501Q!
!
D2</N./963</O3.! 10T307G27<! G=7! =H16! "0! 3105! =1! =7! =H.097=.280! .6!42G96=99=#1! :69!
=7=H#127<! >*%!40./#H=.267Q! )792G/05! =75! G67.96H! >*%! G=7! "0! 10T307G05! 5290G.H#!
9=./09! ./=7!"027<! H="0H05!=75!/#"9252105!.6!./0!6H2<673GH06.250!=99=#Q!@/21!/=1! ./0!






%"099=7.! >*%!40./#H=.267! 21! =7! 24O69.=7.!40G/=7214! 6:! .346392<070121! =75! ./0!!!









• @6! 50.094270! ./0! 24O=G.! 6:! .21130! 0792G/407.! .0G/72T301! 67! 40./#H=.267!
#20H5Q!
• @6! 08=H3=.0! ./0! 90H=.2671/2O! "0.P007! >*%! 40./#H=.267! =75! O96.027!
0RO9011267Q!!
• @6! G6990H=.0! O96.027! 0RO9011267! G/=7<01! P2./! /21.6O=./6H6<2G=H! :0=.3901! 6:!
5210=10!O96<9011267Q!
• @6! 50.094270! <07640NP250! 40./#H=.267! G/=7<01! ./=.! 6GG39! 53927<!






































































?6H690G.=H! G=7G09! .211301!P090! 6".=2705! :964! =! .21130! "=7Y! G67121.27<! 6:! 6809! JKK!
:H=1/N:96`07! G6H690G.=H! G=7G09! 1O0G24071! :964! O=.207.1! .90=.05! =.! ./0! (7280912.#!
D61O2.=H1! 6:! ;29427</=4! *DE! @931.! "0.P007! JKKL! =75! JKLKQ! E=4OH01! P090! .=Y07!
:964! ./0! G690! 6:! ./0! 9010G.05! .34639! "#! ./0! 6O09=.27<! 139<067! 244052=.0H#! =:.09!
139<09#! =75! :H=1/N:96`07! 27! H2T325! 72.96<07Q! A0G.=H! 139<09#! G67121.05! 6:! .6.=H!
401690G.=H! 0RG21267! b@I)cQ! D21.6H6<2G=HH#! G67:29405! .34639N:900!4=.G/05! =5^=G07.!
.211301! b.=Y07! U! G4! 69! 4690! :964! .34639! 05<0c! P090! =H16! =8=2H="H0! :69! O=2905!
=7=H#121Q!D21.6H6<2G=HH#!G67:29405!7694=H!90G.=H! .211301!P090!6".=2705!:964!O=.207.1!
P/6! 37509P07.! 7694=H! G6H6761G6O#! 69! :H0R2"H0! 12<462561G6O#! :69! 90G.=H! "H00527<S!
G/=7<0! 27! "6P0H! /="2.! 69! 27G67.2707G0Q! B694=H27N:2R05! O=9=::27! 04"05505! bBBC)c!
90G.=H! =5076G=9G2764=1! P090! 6".=2705! :964! ./0! >0O=9.407.! 6:! D21.6O=./6H6<#S!
(7280912.#! D61O2.=H1! 6:! ;29427</=4! *DE! @931.Q! C=.207.1! P090! .90=.05! 27! ./0! 1=40!







bUK4I! @921ND?H! ODdS! LKK4I! )>@%! ODdQKS! JKK4I! *=?HS! Li! E>Ec! G67.=2727<!
! ! UK!
KQU4<\4H! O96.027=10! $Q! ! E=4OH01! P090! 27G3"=.05! 680972</.! =.! MWv?! P2./! <07.H0!
1/=Y27<S! .6! =25! G64OH0.0! 52193O.267! 6:! ./0! .211301Q! KQW! 4H! 6:!
O/076H\G/H696:694\216=4#H!=HG6/6H!42R.390!bE2<4=N%H592G/S!>6910.S!($c!P=1!=5505!.6!
./0! 1=4OH01! P/2G/!P090! ./07! G07.92:3<05! =.! LMKKK! 9O4! :69! U!4271Q! KQU!4H! 6:! ./0!
3OO09! O/=10! P=1! 90G680905! =75! KQW! 4H! 6:! G/H696:694! P=1! =5505! "0:690! 1=4OH01!
P090!42R05!=75!G07.92:3<05!=.!LMKKK!9O4!:69!=!:39./09!U!4271Q!@/0!3OO09!O/=10!P=1!
90G680905! =75! KQW! 4H! 6:! G/H696:694! P=1! =<=27! =5505Q! E=4OH01! P090! 42R05! =75!
G07.92:3<05!=.!LMKKK!9O4!:69!=76./09!U!4271Q!%!.07./!86H340!=75!.P2G0!./0!86H340!
b6:! ./0! 3OO09! O/=10c! 6:! MI! 165234! =G0.=.0! =75! LKKi! 0./=76H! 901O0G.280H#! P090!
=5505! .6! ./0!3OO09!O/=10Q!@/0! 1=4OH01!P090!G07.92:3<05!=.!LMKKK! 9O4! :69!U!4271!
=75!./0!13O097=.=7.!P=1!G=90:3HH#!9046805!=75!521G=9505Q!L!4H!6:!WKi!G6H5!0./=76H!
P=1!=5505!=75! ./0! 1=4OH01!P090!G07.92:3<05!=.!LMKKK! 9O4! :69!U!4271!=:.09!P/2G/!
./0! 13O097=.=7.! P=1! G=90:3HH#! 9046805! =75! 521G=9505Q! E=4OH01! P090! =29! 59205S!















=5505! =75! ./0! 1=4OH01!P090! G07.92:3<05! =.! dKKK! 9O4! :69! L427Q! @/0! :H6PN./963</!
P=1! 521G=9505Q! UKK! wH! 6:! ;3::09! %ZJ!P=1! =5505! =75! 1=4OH01!P090! G07.92:3<05! =.!
LfKKK!9O4!:69!M!4271Q!@/0!:H6PN./963</!P=1!67G0!<=27!521G=9505Q!JKK!wH!6:!;3::09!%)!
P=1! =5505! 5290G.H#! 67.6! ./0! >*0=1#!404"9=70Q! E=4OH01!P090! 27G3"=.05! =.! 9664!




EO0G.96O/6.640.9#!P=1! 3105! .6! T3=7.2:#! ./0! =4637.! =75! =7=H#10! ./0! T3=H2.#! 6:! >*%!
0R.9=G.05Q!EO0G.96O/6.640.09!90=527<1!P090!.=Y07!=.!P=80H07<./1!JaK74!=75!JdK74Q!
*3GH02G! =G251! /=80! =! 4=R2434! ="169O.267! =.! JaK74! P/090=1! G67.=427=.01! 13G/! =1!
O96.0271!=75!127<H0!1.9=7505!>*%!=75\69!A*%!="169"!4=R24=HH#!=.!JdK74Q!@/0!9=.26!6:!
./0!,O.2G=H! >0712.#! b,>c! =.! JaK74\JdK74! O9682501! =7! 2752G=.267! 6:! ./0! O392.#! 6:! ./0!
1=4OH0Q!?H0=7!>*%!/=1!=7!,>JaK\,>JdK!"0.P007!LQd!g!JQKQ!%7!,>JaK!6:!L!G69901O6751!.6!










G#.61270! 90125301! 27.6! 39=G2HS! H0=827<! 40./#H=.05! G#.612701! 37G/=7<05Q! ;213HO/2.0!
.90=.407.! 6:! :901/! :96`07! >*%! P=1! O09:69405! 3127<! ./0! )O2.0G.h! ;213HO/2.0! $2.!


















UaK!wH!6:!;3::09!;+!G67.=2727<!LK!w<\4H!6:! G=99209!A*%!P=1!=5505! .6! ./0! 1=4OH01!=75!
P090! ./07! 869.0R05! =75! G07.92:3<05! :69! JK1Q! @/0! 42R.3901! P090! .9=71:09905! .6! ./0!
)O2@0G.! 1O27! G6H3471!=75!P090! G07.92:3<05!=.!LMKKK! 9O4! :69!L!427Q! @/0! :H6PN./963</!















%.! H0=1.! LK! 10G.2671! P090! 4=50! :69! 0=G/! .21130! "H6GYQ! %! 90:0907G0! 1H250! :69! 0=G/!
1=4OH0!P=1! 1.=2705!P2./!/=04=.6R#H27! =75!06127! =75!P=1! 90820P05!"#!>9! C/2H2OO0!
@=72090S!?6713H.=7.!D21.6O=./6H6<21.Q! !%90=1! G67.=2727<!6809!dKi!6:! .34639! .211301!
P090!4=9Y05!P2./!=7!2750H2"H0!O07!=75!3105!.6!<3250!./0!1=4OH27<!6:!90O90107.=.280!











LWV* !(1* BT9:;<9K?>* ;>C* 7K8JAHGK9B* 9:B;9EB>9* ?F* F?:E;AK>/FKTBC* H;:;FFK>* BE7BCCBC*
X++&"Y*9K88JB8*
;213HO/2.0! .90=.407.!6:! :694=H27N:2R05!O=9=::27!04"05505! .211301!P=1!O09:69405!3127<!
./0!)O2.0G.h!CH31!BBC)!;213HO/2.0!$2.! b_&%-)*S?9=PH0#S($c!=GG69527<! .6!4=73:=G.3909]1!
271.93G.2671Q! @/21! Y2.! /=1! ./0! =58=7.=<0! 6:! "213HO/2.0! .90=.27<! >*%!P2./63.! O9269! >*%!
216H=.267Q! C9269! .6! "213HO/2.0! .90=.407.S! MK! 4H! 6:! LKKi! 0./=76H! P=1! =5505! .6!
G67G07.9=.05!;3::09!;Z!=75!JW!4H!6:!LKKi!P=1!=5505!.6!G67G07.9=.05!;3::09!;>Q!MLK!wH!
6:! L! w<\wH! H#6O/2H2`05! G=99209! A*%!P=1! =5505! .6! "3::09! ;+Q! LUK!wH! 6:!>0O=9=::2721=.267!
16H3.267! P=1! =5505! .6! 52110G.05! BBC)! .211301! =75! ./07! 869.0R05! 37.2H! =HH! O=9=::27! 21!
52116H805Q!%!4=1.09!42R!G67121.27<!6:!JK!wH!521.2HH05!P=.09S!LU!wH!+#121!;3::09!B@;!=75!U!wH!
O96.027=10!$!P=1!=5505!.6!0=G/!42R.390Q!@/0!42R.3901!P090!./07!27G3"=.05!=.!Ua!v?!:69!




IENI+C%! bIA?ND6HH=75S! %41.095=4S! @/0! *0./09H=751cS! =! /2</N./963</O3.S! 1042N
T3=7.2.=.280S!40./#H=.267!1O0G2:2G!07`#40N"=105!C?A!=11=#S!P=1!O09:69405!=GG69527<!
.6! 4=73:=G.3909]1! 271.93G.2671Q! @/0! E%+E%! IENI+C%!I)KKL! @34639! E3OO901169NL!
Y2.S! G67.=2727<! O96"01! ./=.! 50.0G.! 40./#H=.267! 1.=.31! 6:! Jf! O9646.091! 6:! .34639!
13OO901169! <0701! :6375! :90T307.H#! 40./#H=.05! 27! .346391! JKMS! JKf! P=1! 3105Q! )=G/!
O96"0!G69901O67505!.6!=!127<H0!<070!=O=9.!:964!-3:+!=75!$!));+!P/2G/!G67.=2705!J!
O96"01!0=G/Q!!@6!G=HG3H=.0!40./#H=.267!O09G07.=<0S!0=G/!1=4OH0!90T32905!.P6!I+C%!




P090! 27G3"=.05! =.! aK! v?! :69! La! /6391! .6! =HH6P! /#"92521=.267Q! ! B69! H2<=.267! =75!
52<01.267! 90=G.2671S! 0=G/! 1=4OH0! P=1! 1OH2.! 27.6! J! 82=H1Q! +2<=10NaU! 42R! bG67.=2727<!
+2<=10NaU! "3::09S! +2<=10NaU! 07`#40! =75! P=.09c! P=1! =5505! .6! ./0! :291.! 82=H! P/2H1.!
+2<=10N>2<01.267! 42R! b+2<=10NaU! "3::09S! +2<=10NaU! 07`#40S! :Z@,! 07`#40! bC9640<=S!
E63./=4O.67S! ($c! =75! P=.09c! P=1! =5505! .6! ./0! 10G675! 82=HQ! E=4OH01! P090! ./07!
27G3"=.05!=.!fe!v?!:69!MK!4273.01Q!@/0!H2<=10!07`#40!P=1!27=G.28=.05!"#!/0=.27<!=.!ed!
v?!:69!U!4273.01Q!C?A!"3::09S!5*@C1!=75!@=T!O6H#409=10!P090!=5505!.6!./0!1=4OH01Q!
@/0! C?A! 90=G.267! P=1! O09:69405! 27! =! WJ! v?! O90/0=.05! ./0946G#GH09! 37509! ./010!
G6752.2671p! MU! G#GH01! =.! eU! v?! :69! MK! 1S! aK! v?! :69! MK! 1! =75! WJ! v?! :69! aK! 1Q! B27=H!
27G3"=.267!P=1!=.!WJ!v?!:69!JK!4273.01Q!!%4OH2:2G=.267!O9653G.1!P090!=7=H#105!67!=7!
%;&NMWMK!>*%!%7=H#`09!b%OOH205!;261#1.041S!Z=9927<.67S!($cQ!&7.097=H!8=H25=.267!P=1!
O09:69405! 3127<! 3740./#H=.05! =75! 40./#H=.05! <07642G! >*%! bI2HH2O690S!Z=.:695S!







@/0!!"#'=75!()*"+! O92409! 10T307G01! =75!C?A! G6752.2671!P090!6".=2705! :964! ./0!
C#96I=9Y!%11=#!>=.="=10!b/..Op\\.0G/13OO69.QO#9610T307G27<QG64cQ!@/0!$!$%!=11=#!
/=1!"007!5012<705!=75!6O.242105!"#!F3YN@27<!I=!=.! ./0!(7280912.#!6:!;29427</=4Q!









?64O6707.! ?O-!%11=#1! &7N/6310!5012<7!=11=#1! I&*@MS!E,jW!
LKR!"3::09! JQU!3H! U!3H! JQU!3H!
UK!446H\H!
I<?HJ! L!3H! JQU!3H! L!3H!
5*@C1! JQU!446H!0=G/! JQU!446H!0=G/! JQU!446H!0=G/!
C924091! KQJ!3H! U!O46H!6:!0=G/! U!O46H!6:!0=G/!
&446H=10! KQL!3H! KQJ!3H! KQL!3H!
E.092H0!P=.09! LWQe!3H! MdQM!3H! LdQe!3H!
>*%! L!3H! L3H! L3H!
!! ! ! !
C?A!G6752.2671! ! ! !
eU!v?! LU!427! LU!427! LU!427!
MN1.0O!G#GH27<! ! ! !
eU!v?! JK1! JK1! JK1!
@4!v?! JK1! MK1! MK1!
WJ!v?! JK1! MK1! MK1!
*6!6:!G#GH01! fU! fU! fU!




















Z=1/27<! 6:! ./0! :2H.09! O96"01! 67! ./0! /05<0/6<! P=1! O09:69405! "#! H6P0927<! 2.! 27.6!
P=.09! 27! ./0! O=9Y27<! O612.267! :69! JK1! 67! 8=G334Q! @/0! 1.90O.=82527N"6375! C?A!
O9653G.1!P090!G=O.3905!"#!H6P0927<!./0!/05<0/6<!27.6!./0!eaNP0HH!OH=.0!G67.=2727<!
./0! C?A! O9653G.1Q! @/0! /05<0/6<! P=1! ./07! OH=G05! 27! ./0! .963</! G67.=2727<! WKi!
0./=76H!:69!LK1S!:6HH6P05!"#!./0!.963</!P2./!C#96I=9Y!>07=.39=.267!"3::09!b_&%-)*c!
:69!LK1!=75!:27=HH#! 27.6!./0!.963</!P2./!C#96I=9Y!Z=1/!;3::09!:69!LK1Q!@/0!8=G334!
P=1! .39705!6::! "0:690! H6P0927<! ./0!/05<0/6<! 27.6! ./0! 10T307G27<! OH=.0! .6! 90H0=10!
./0!0792G/05!1.90O.=82527N"6375!C?A!O9653G.1Q!@/0!10T307G27<!OH=.0!P=1!./07!OH=G05!
67! =! O90/0=.05! /0=.! "H6GY! =.! dK! v?! :69! J! 4271! =75! =HH6P05! .6! G66HQ! %OO96O92=.0!
=4637.! 6:! C#96I=9Y! -6H5! _ea! A0=<07.1! b_&%-)*cS! 50O07507.! 67! ./0! =11=#1!
=7=H#105S! P090! =5505! 27.6! ./0! C#96I=9Y! _ea! G=9.925<0! b_&%-)*cQ! %7=H#121! P=1!
O09:69405!3127<!./0!C#96I=9Y!?O-!16:.P=90Q!
! ! Ud!
-0701! C924091! @4!bv?c!! *6Q!6:!?O-!12.01!
$!$%! B69P=95! -%-@@-@@@-%--%@@---%@-@! Uf! LK!
!! A080910! b;c??%%%%%%%@???%%%@@?@?! ! !!
!! E0T307G27<! %-@@-@@@-%--%@@--! ! !!
!! ! ! ! !!
#0:+.' B69P=95! @@--%%%%-@--%%@@%-@@--@%@! Ua! e!
'' A080910! b;c%??%%%%??%%@%%?@@@%?%%%%?! !!
'' E0T307G27<! %%%-%%-@%%%@---%@-@@%@@@@! ! !!
'' ! ! ! !!
#:;$' B69P=95! @%-%%@@@@@----@@@@@%%@@! Ua! LK!
'' A080910! b;c%??%@?@@@%%@??@%%??%%%?! ! !!
'' E0T307G27<! @%-%%@@@@@----@@@@@%%@@! ! !!
'' ! ! ! !!
#2#3+4' B69P=95! ---%@@%%@@@-@@@-@@@@@@%@@-! Ud! W!
'' A080910! b;c%??@@@%%??@@?@?%%%?@??! ! !!
'' E0T307G27<! @-@@@@@@%@@--@@@@@%@@@%-@@@! !!
'' ! ! ! !!
0!"1+' B69P=95! @@@@--%--@---%%%-@@-! UU! LK!
'' A080910! b;c%%%%%?%???@@@%@@%%%%?@%%%?! !!
'' E0T307G27<! ---@%@-@-@-@%-%-%%%----%! ! !!
'' ! ! ! !!
-,5*.' B69P=95! @-%@--@-@%@-@-%@@@@-@-@@! aK! LK!
'' A080910! b;c%????%????@?%?%%%?! ! !!
'' E0T307G27<! @-%@--@-@%@-@-%@@@@-@-@@! ! !!
'' ! ! ! !!
-,5*+8' B69P=95! %----@@%--@@-%--@@-@@! Ud! f!
!! A080910! b;c@?@%??@?@@???%%%@@??%! ! !!
!! E0T307G27<! %----@@%--@@-%--@@-@@! ! !!
!! ! ! ! !!
#0:+! B69P=95! @@@@%-@%%@@@@%--@@%-%---@@%@! Ua! LK!
!! A080910! b;c@%%?@%?%%??%%%@%%%????! ! !!
!! E0T307G27<! @@@@%-@%%@@@@%--@@%-%---@@%@! !!
!! ! ! ! !!
?%ECd! B69P=95! @@%%@%--%%-@-%--@@%@--%--! Ud! f!
!! A080910! b;c@%%%??%%%?%%?%???%%%%%@%@! !!
!! E0T307G27<! @@%%@%--%%-@-%--@@%@--%--! !!
!! ! ! ! !!
*,-".! B69P=95! @--@@@---@@%-%-%@%@@@%-@-! Ua! U!
!! A080910! b;c?????@?%%%??%%@%%?%%! ! !!
!! E0T307G27<! @--@@@---@@%-%-%@%@@@%-@-! !!
!! ! ! ! !!
)5!"46! B69P=95! -%@@%-@%@%%-@%-@@@@@-@@@@@@! Ua! a!
!! A080910! b;c@%?@%%%@%@?@@%%%%%@%????%?! !!
! ! Ue!
!! E0T307G27<! -%@@%-@%@%%-@%-@@@@@-@@@@@@! !!
!! ! ! ! !!
)728! B69P=95! @@@%@%-@@-@@%%--@-@%@%%%@-! UJ! a!
!! A080910! b;c@%%@@@?@@%?@@@@??@?@%?%%?! ! !!







*DE! B6375=.267! @931.Q! C=9=::27! .211301! P090! :291.! 27G3"=.05! =.! MW6?! :69! MK! 4271Q!
>0O=9=::2721=.267S! 90/#59=.267! =75! /0=.N2753G05! 0O2.6O0! 90.9208=H! bD&)Ac! P=1!
O09:69405! 67! O=9=::27N04"05505! .21130! 10G.2671! =GG69527<! .6! ./0! MN27NL! 1O0G2407!
O90O=9=.267! O96G05390! O96.6G6H! 3127<! ./0! C@! +27Y! 1#1.04Q! ;920:H#S! 1H2501! P090!




=! O9011390! G66Y09! :69! J! 4271Q! EH2501! P090! .9=71:09905! 67.6! ./0! >=Y6! %3.61.=2709!
271.93407.!=75!P=1/05!P2./!52H3.05!LpJK!B+)j!Z=1/!;3::09Q!C924=9#!=7.2"65201!P090!
52H3.05!=GG69527<H#!P2./!./0!B+)j!%7.2"65#!>2H307.Q!@/0!1.=2727<!1.0O1!=75!27G3"=.267!

















bVUKi! G0HH1! 1.=2705cQ! EH2501!P090! 1G6905! "#! .P6! 2750O07507.! 6"1098091! b$=2! +067<!





@/0! I0>&C! =11=#! P=1! O09:69405! "#! ./0! 4=73:=G.3909! =1! O9082631H#! 501G92"05JKaQ!
;920:H#S! <07642G! >*%! P=1! 1/0=905! 27.6! MKKgLJKKN"O! :9=<407.1! "#! 1672G=.267! =75!














./0! 1G=7705! 24=<01! 6:! 0=G/! =99=#! 3127<! *24"H0EG=7S! *24"H0<07]1! 5=.=! 0R.9=G.267!
16:.P=90Q!)=G/!:0=.390!67!./0!=99=#!/=1!=!G69901O67527<!1G=H05!H6<JN9=.26Q!@/21!21!./0!
9=.26! 6:! ./0! 12<7=H! 27.0712.201! :69! ./0! 0792G/05! =75! 27O3.! 1=4OH01! ./=.! P090! G6N
/#"9252`05!.6!./0!=99=#Q!@/0! H6<JN9=.26!P=1!G64O3.05!=75!1G=H05!.6!G07.90!./0!9=.26!
5=.=!=96375!`096Q!EG=H27<!P=1!O09:69405!"#!13".9=G.27<!./0!"2NP02</.!40=7!:69!./0!
H6<JN9=.26! 8=H301! :69! =HH! :0=.3901!67! ./0!=99=#! :964!0=G/! H6<JN9=.26! 8=H30Q! E2<72:2G=7.!
! ! aJ!
52::0907G01! "0.P007! H6<JN9=.26! 8=H301! "0.P007! <963O1!P090! 2507.2:205!3127<! +270=9!



































P2./! /21.6O=./6H6<2G=H! 4=9Y091! 6:! 5210=10! O96<9011267! 27! 9=52G=HH#! 0RG2105! 90G.=H!
G=7G09Q! I0./#H=.267! 1.=.31! P=1! G6990H=.05! P2./! ./0! O90107G0! 6:! 42G961G6O2G!




=.! 43H.2OH0! 12.01! P63H5! O968250! =7! 0RG0HH07.! 0ROH69=.69#! 1.35#Q! @/0! I0./#H=.267N




IENI+C%! 21! =! 1042NT3=7.2.=.280!40./#H=.267N1O0G2:2G! 07`#40N"=105! C?A! =11=#! ./=.!
G=7!=7=H#10!3O! .6!fK! 10T307G01! 27!=! 127<H0! 90=G.267Q!)=G/!IENI+C%!O96"01! .=9<0.1!
=75! /#"9252101! .6! =! 1O0G2:2G! 10T307G0! G67.=2727<! ./0! 901.92G.267! 12.0! 6:! ./0!
40./#H=.267N10712.280! 075673GH0=10S! :Z@,Q! C96"01! G67121.! 6:! .P6! 10O=9=.0!
6H2<673GH06.2501p! =! 1/69.! 1#7./0.2G! 6H2<673GH06.250! =75! =! H67<! ILMN5092805!
6H2<673GH06.250Q! @/010! 6H2<673GH06.2501! G67.=27! =! O=29! 6:! 3728091=H! O924091Q! &7!
=552.267S! ./0! ILMN5092805! 6H2<673GH06.250! =H16! G67.=271! =! 1.3::09! 10T307G0! ./=.!
8=9201! 27! H07<./Q! &.! 21! ./010! O96"01! ./=.! =90! =4OH2:205! 9=./09! ./=7! ./0! .=9<0.!
10T307G01S!=!:0=.390!372T30!.6!I+C%Q!C96"01!./=.!/#"925210!.6!3740./#H=.05!.=9<0.!
! ! aU!
10T307G01! =90! 52<01.05! "#! ./0!:Z@,! 075673GH0=10! =75! 76.! 13"10T307.H#! =4OH2:205!

















%7! =58=7.=<0! 6:! ./21! =11=#! 21! ./=.! ./0! O96"01! G=7! "0! G31.642105S! =HH6P27<! ./0!
5080H6O407.!6:!=! 127<H0!=11=#! G67.=2727<!43H.2OH0!521G92427=.69#!40./#H=.267! 12.01Q!
&72.2=H! =7=H#121! 3105! =7! [6::! ./0! 1/0H:]! .34639! 13OO901169! <070! Y2.Q! @/0! E%+E%!IEN




$!));+S! P/2G/! /=80' .P6! O96"01Q! ! @/0! H21.! 6:! .34639! 13OO901169! <0701! =7=H#105! 21!


































UL! :901/! :96`07! 1O69=52G! 90G.=H! =5076G=9G2764=1S! 9010G.05! 3127<! ./0! O927G2OH01! 6:!
.6.=H!401690G.=H!0RG21267!b@I)c!P090! 2507.2:205!:964!639!5=.="=10Q!E3"^0G.1!/=5!76!
























G/=9=G.0921.2G1! 7kLe! 7kMU! 7kUL!
1DB*XOB;:8Y* ! * !!
I052=7!!! aM! WL! WL!
A=7<0! Ma!N!dM! MM!N!de! MM!N!de!
!! ! ! !!
2BT* ! * !!
I=H0! LM! JU! MM!
B04=H0! a! LK! Ld!
!! ! ! !!
29;DK>D* ! * !!
>3Y0{1!%! ! ! LM!
>3Y0{1!;! ! ! Lf!
>3Y0{1!?! ! ! LU!
>3Y0{1!>! ! ! e!
!! ! ! !!
)JE?J:*8KbB*XEEY* ! * !!
I052=7!! ! ! fK!
A=7<0!! ! ! LM!N!LLK!
!! ! ! !!
$OEHG?N;8<JA;:*K>N;8K?>* ! * !!
*6! ! ! Mf!
F01! ! ! LW!
!! ! ! !!
!BD:BB*?F*!KFFB:B>9K;9K?>* ! * !!
Z0HH!t!I6509=.0! ! ! fa!
C669! ! ! U!
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$%&&'(! ()*%+,-().! .(+,)%/'(&! &'+,! 0&! -0)'01! -0+*23%&&(+.%2)! 0)3! 10&(*! +04.'*(!
-%+*23%&&(+.%2)! +0)! %)+*(0&(! .,(!4*242*.%2)!25! +(11&! 25! %).(*(&.! 52*!678!(9.*0+.%2)!
:'.! ;%11! *(3'+(! .,(! 2<(*011! 0-2').! 25! 678! 0<0%10:1(! 52*! (9.*0+.%2)=! $,%&! %&! -2&.!
4*2:1(-0.%+!52*!>>?@!.%&&'(&!;,()!.,(!&.0*.%)A!-0.(*%01!+2)&%&.&!25!422*!678!/'01%.B=!
$2! 3(.(*-%)(! .,(!-%)%-01! 0-2').! 25! +(11&! *(/'%*(3! 52*!-(.,B10.%2)! 0)01B&%&! '&%)A!
:%&'14,%.(! 4B*2&(/'()+%)AC! 10&(*! +04.'*(! -%+*23%&&(+.%2)! ;0&! 4(*52*-(3! 2)! 52'*!
3%55(*().! >>?@! &1%3(&! .0D()! 5*2-! .,(! &0-(! *(+.01! +0)+(*! &0-41(! .,0.! ,03! :(()!
0*+,%<(3! 52*! 52'*! B(0*&=! E(4*(&().0.%<(! &(+.%2)&! 52*! -%+*23%&&(+.%2)! 0*(! &,2;)! %)!
>%A'*(!F=F=!>2'*!3%55(*().!0-2').&!25!+(11&!;(*(!+04.'*(3G!H!IIIC!J!IIIC!HI!III!0)3!
HJ!III!+(11&=!$,(&(!0*(!0)!044*29%-0.%2)C!+01+'10.(3! 5*2-!0!KHI!-%+*2&+24%+!<%(;=!
678! (9.*0+.%2)! 0)3! :%&'14,%.(! .*(0.-().! 25! .,(! 52'*! 424'10.%2)&! 25! +(11&! ;(*(!







3%3! )2.! 4*23'+(! 0)B! 3%&+(*)0:1(! 0-41%+2)! :0)3&=! $,(! :0)3! %).()&%.B! 52*! .,(!
*(-0%)%)A! .,*((! A*2'4&! PJ! IIIC! HI! III! 0)3! HJ! III! :%&'14,%.(O.*(0.(3! +(11&Q! ;0&!
&%-%10*! P>%A'*(! F=JQ=! R':&(/'().! 4B*2&(/'()+%)A! 0)01B&%&! 2)1B! 4*23'+(3! *(&'1.&! 52*!






4<' 7$>4$%' ;&==6' ?*+@-' ./0' 67%4>.=' 7"66$&' ?1+@-' >.%A&0' <4%' =.6&%' ;.57$%&'

















6&G$&3>&' "3' 4:&' $77&%' 7.%4' -0' &.>:' +,%-#%./' %&7%&6&346' 4:&' 6&G$&3>&' $35&%'








!"#"$% &'()*+,-'.% '/% (01234*1,'.% ,.% (*15206% /+0-2% /+'70.8% (*5+'6,--05106% 99:;%
*.6%4*-0+%5*)1<+0%(,5+'6,--05106%99:;%1,--<0-%
$%&!'()*+%,! -.%/+! )0//1%/2!'(*.3,0//%*)%,! 4456! (&,! 7(/%.! *(8)1.%!'0*.3,0//%*)%,!
4456! .%*)(7! *(&*%./! 9%.%! (&(7:/%,! -3.! !"#! (&,! $%&'()! '%)+:7()03&;! $+%0.!
*70&0*38()+373<0*(7! ,%)(07/! (.%! /1''(.0/%,! 0&! $(=7%! >;?;! $+%! )93! (//(:/! /%7%*)%,!




A)+%/%! C(71%/! *3..%/83&,! )3! )+%! /)(&,(.,! ,%C0()03&! 3-! )+%! (C%.(<%!'%)+:7()03&! 3-!
!"#*(&,!$%&'()*3=)(0&%,!=:!)(J0&<!.%(,0&</!-.3'!-0C%!,0--%.%&)!,(:/B!9(/!*3&/0,%.%,!
(! *3&/%K1%&*%! 3-! )+%! .1&L)3L.1&! C(.0()03&! 3-! )+%! (//(:! (&,! )+%.%-3.%! 9317,! &3)!
.%-7%*)!)+%!).1%!,0--%.%&*%!0&!'%)+:7()03&!,1%!)3!%&.0*+'%&)!)%*+&0K1%/;!%
!
Sample Age Sex 
Tumour 
stage Maximum Vascular Degree of 
      T N M diameter (mm) invasion differentiation 
A G?! M! "! #! #! NO! &3! 9%77!
B I#! 4! "! #! #! NO! &3! 9%77!
C IG! 4! N! #! #! ?O! &3! 9%77!
D OP! 4! N! #! #! >#! &3! '3,%.()%!
E IQ! M! N! #! #! >O! &3! '3,%.()%!
F QG! 4! N! #! #! G#! &3! '3,%.()%!
G IO! M! ?! #! #! G#! :%/! '3,%.()%!
H I#! M! ?! "! #! O#! :%/! '3,%.()%!
I I?! 4! ?! "! #! O#! :%/! '3,%.()%!
J IG! 4! >! #! "! >#! &3! '3,%.()%!
+,-./*0121*#.343567,896.6:35,.*;/8,3.<*6=*<,>7./<*?</;1*@A>,./B*CA=/>,./1*
!
$0//1%! %&.0*+'%&)! )%*+&0K1%/! 90)+! %0)+%.! '(*.3,0//%*)03&! 3.! 7(/%.! *(8)1.%!
'0*.3,0//%*)03&!,0,!&3)! .%/17)! 0&!(&:!/0<&0-0*(&)! 0&*.%(/%! 0&!!"#*'%)+:7()03&;!R3'%!
! ! "#"!
$%&'(!%)*!$+&'(*+,,-&.-*!,%$/0-,!,1(2-*!1+31-'!('!0(2-'!$-.140%.+()!0-5-0,6!21-)!
&($/%'-*! .(! .1-+'!$%.&1-*! 7'-,1! .+,,8-,6! 98.! .1-! *+77-'-)&-,!2-'-! ()04!$%'3+)%0:!













































*0.+&)(1! ,0! .&,*6(1! .&*)01/''(*,(1! ,/''-('7! &5,60-36! 20! '/32/4/*&2,! /2*)(&'(! /2!
+)0.0,()!.(,685&,/02! 9&'! 1(,(*,(1! /2! +)0.0,()! 04!!"#:! 0)! '/32/4/*&2,! 1(*)(&'(! /2!
350;&5!.(,685&,/02!9&'!1(,(*,(1!-'/23!$%&'():!<&'!0;'()=(1!&'!&!*02'(>-(2*(?! @,! /'!
+0''/;5(! ,6&,! ,6(! *022(*,/=(! ,/''-('! ,6&,! +)0=/1(! &! '-++0),/=(! 4)&.(<0)A! &)0-21!
*&2*()! *(55'! &5'0!-21()30!.(,685&,/02! *6&23('! &21! *0-51! (B+5&/2!<68!.(,685&,/02!
=&5-('! /2! .&*)01/''(*,(1! ,/''-('7! *02,&/2/23! ;0,6! *022(*,/=(! ,/''-('! &21! *&2*()!
*(55'7!1/1!20,!1/44()!.-*6!*0.+&)(1!,0!)(5&,/=(58!+-)(! 5&'()!*&+,-)(!./*)01/''(*,(1!
,/''-('?! C0! (B&./2(! ,6/'! 68+0,6('/'7! ',)0.&5! ,/''-('! &1D&*(2,! ,0! *&2*()! *(55'! <()(!
./*)01/''(*,(1! 4)0.! ,6(! '&.(! ,(2! *&2*()! '&.+5('! 1('*)/;(1! &;0=(! &21! <()(!





F0)!!"#7! '/32/4/*&2,!.(,685&,/02!*6&23('!<()(!0;'()=(1! /2! ',)0.&5! ,/''-('?!G=()&55!
.(,685&,/02!5(=(5'!04!',)0.&5!,/''-('!<()(!'/32/4/*&2,58!6/36()!,6&2!,6&,!04!&1D&*(2,!
H20).&5I!,/''-('!J.(1/&2!9/2,()>-&),/5(!)&23(:!"E?KL!9"K?$M"N?N:!='?!K?OL!9$?PMO?"L:7!
"Q#?###"R!;-,!<()(! ',/55! 5(''! ,6&2! ,60'(!0;'()=(1! /2!./*)01/''(*,(1! *&2*()! ,/''-('!
JKS?$L!9$S?SMOK?SL:!"T#?###KR?!@21/=/1-&5587!,6(!.(,685&,/02!5(=(5'!04!&55!,(2!',)0.&5!
,/''-('! <()(! &,! 5(&',! ,<0M4051! 6/36()! ,6&2! ,60'(! '((2! /2! ,-.0-)! &1D&*(2,! ,/''-('!
9)&23(!$?KMU?O:?!V6(2!*0.+&)(1! ,0!./*)01/''(*,(1!*&2*()! ,/''-('7! ,6(!.(,685&,/02!
! ! "#$!
%&'&%(! )*! $! (+,)-.%! +/((0&(! 123! 4! .56! 78! 9&,&! :)-;.,.<%&! +)! +=.+! (&&5! /5! +=&/,!
-.+:=&6!:.5:&,!+/((0&(!1>/?0,&!@AB8A!
!
C&+=D%.+/)5! %&'&%(! *),! !"#$%&' /5! (+,)-.%! +/((0&!9&,&! (/?5/*/:.5+%D! %)9&,! +=.5! +=)(&!
(&&5! /5! +0-)0,! .6E.:&5+! +/((0&! FGHAGI! 1GBAJKL"AJI8! '(A! LJAHI! 1LJA"KL@A#I8!
(M#A##@LN!.56!9&,&!:)-;.,.<%&!+)!+=&!%)9!%&'&%(!(&&5!/5!:.5:&,!+/((0&!FGLAGI!1G$A"K
GBAOI8!(M#A"$NA!P5%D!)5&!(+,)-.%!+/((0&!1Q8!(=)9&6!=/?=&,!-&+=D%.+/)5!:)-;.,&6!+)!




















);;)0;! ,>>.*;! -&=-! ;.9;&+&1&+0! >,*! @:)9+&>&/)+&,9! ,>! '.+-0()+&,9A! B9! )<<&+&,98! +-.!




E9(&F.! ')90! .;+)2(&;-.<! @:)9+&+)+&1.! '.+-0()+&,9! )??*,)/-.;8! ;:/-! );! *.)(4+&'.!




>:9/+&,9! +-)+!C.!C.*.!)2(.! +,! ;-,C!+-)+!)(+-,:=-! +-.*.! &;!)!=.9.*)(! /,9/,*<)9/.8!
1)*&)+&,9!&9!'.+-0()+&,9!(.1.(;!)',9=!':(+&?(.!;.@:.9+&)(!I?N!;&+.;!.M&;+;A!!
!
L.(&)2(.! ?0*,;.@:.9/&9=! *.;:(+;! /)9! 2.! ,2+)&9.<! >*,'! )*/-&1.<! ();.*! /)?+:*.!
'&/*,<&;;./+.<! +&;;:.;8! ?*,1&<.<! ;:>>&/&.9+! /.((;! C.*.! -)*1.;+.<! >,*! )9)(0;&;A! 5);.*!
/)?+:*.!'&/*,<&;;./+&,98! -,C.1.*8! &;! .M?.9;&1.! )9<! +&'.4/,9;:'&9=! )9<! >,*! +-.;.!
*.);,9;8! C,:(<! 2.! <&>>&/:(+! +,! 2.! &9/,*?,*)+.<! &9+,! *,:+&9.! /(&9&/)(! ()2,*)+,*0A!!
3)9:)(!')/*,<&;;./+&,9! &;! )! /-.)?.*! )(+.*9)+&1.! +&;;:.! .9*&/-'.9+! +./-9&@:.! 2:+!
*./.&1.;! /*&+&/&;'! >,*! -)*1.;+&9=! (.;;! O?:*.P! ;)'?(.;! /,'?)*.<! +,! ();.*! /)?+:*.!
'&/*,<&;;./+&,9A! J9(0! ,9.! ;+:<0! -);! .M)'&9.<! +-.!',(./:()*! <&>>.*.9/.;! 2.+C..9!
')+/-.<! ')/*,<&;;./+.<! )9<! '&/*,<&;;./+.<! /)9/.*! +&;;:.;A! <.! K*:&9! !"# $%&'(!
,2;.*1.<! '&9,*! <&>>.*.9/.;! &9! =.9.! .M?*.;;&,9! ?*,>&(&9=! &9! /)9/.*;! <&;;./+.<! 20!
! ! "#$!
%&'('! %)*! %'+&,-./'(0! 1&'! -234+%! *5! 6-55'7',%! ',7-+&2',%! %'+&,-./'(! *,!
2'%&894%-*,!37*5-9-,:! &4(! ,*%! ;'',! '<39*7'6=! /,%-9! 7'+',%980!>/7! 7'(/9%(=! /(-,:!!"#!




1&'!24-,!6-55'7',+'!;'%)'',!24+7*6-(('+%'6!4,6!2-+7*6-(('+%'6! %-((/'(=! -,! %'72(!
*5! %-((/'! +*23*(-%-*,=! -(! %&'! &-:&'7! 37*3*7%-*,! *5! (%7*249! +'99(! -,!24+7*6-(('+%'6!
%-((/'(0! 1&'! 54+%! %&4%! %&'7'! )'7'! *,98! 2-,*7! 6-55'7',+'(! -,! 2'%&894%-*,! ;'%)'',!
24+7*6-(('+%'6! 4,6! 2-+7*6-(('+%'6! %-((/'(! 9'6! /(! %*! -,?'(%-:4%'! %&'! -234+%! *5!
(%7*249! %-((/'(! *,! 2'%&894%-*,0! 1&'! 7'(/9%(! -,6-+4%'! %&4%=! +*2347'6! %*! 46@4+',%!
24+7*(+*3-+4998! A,*7249B! 2/+*(4=! (%7*249! %-((/'(! &4?'! /,6'7:*,'! 4;'774,%!
2'%&894%-*,!+&4,:'(!;/%!,*%!%*!4,!'<%',%!%&4%!-(!+*23474;9'!%*!+4,+'7!%-((/'(0!>/7!
7'(/9%(! 47'! +*,(-(%',%! )-%&! *%&'7! (%/6-'(=! )&-+&! &4?'! 5*/,6! :','C(3'+-5-+!
2'%&894%-*,!*5!(%7*249!%-((/'(!-,!;7'4(%!4,6!37*(%4%'!+4,+'7D"E=! D"F0!1&'!2'+&4,-(2!
;8! )&-+&! (%7*249! %-((/'(! 4+./-7'! :','C(3'+-5-+! 2'%&894%-*,! 7'24-,(! /,+9'47! ;/%!
('?'749! &83*%&'('(! '<-(%0! >,'! (/+&! &83*%&'(-(! (/::'(%(! %&4%! 2'%&894%'6! (%7*249!
%-((/'(! 47'! 6'7-?'6! 57*2! %&'! %74,(-%-*,! *5! %/2*/7! '3-%&'9-/2! -,%*! +'99(! )-%&! 4!




>5! -,%'7'(%=! 5*/7! 24+7*6-(('+%'6! 7'+%49! +4,+'7(! &46! 9*)'7! !"#! 2'%&894%-*,! 9'?'9(!
+*2347'6! %*! %&'-7!24%+&'6! /,6-(('+%'6! 57'(&! %-((/'(! ;/%! %&'! 6-55'7',+'!)4(! *,98!
! ! "#$!
%&'&%()*! +,&-! &-! .')&/0)1! 23! 40! 5.0! 23! 2,0! 6.'72376.'! 8(6&(2&3'9! (-! 2,0! -2('5(65!
508&(2&3'!:():.)(205!;63%!2,0!60<0(205!0=<06&%0'2-!>(-!)0--!2,('!2,0!5&;;060':0!&'!




2,0! 2.%3.6! >,&)0! 2,0! HHIC! 2&--.0-! .-05! :3.)5! ,(80! 400'! -(%<)05! (2! 8(61&'@!








;3))3>&'@! :,(<206*! M0:3'5)19! 2,0! %&'36! 5&;;060':0! &'! %02,1)(2&3'! 402>00'!
%(:635&--0:205!('5!%&:635&--0:205!2&--.0-!530-!'32!-.<<362!2,0!63.2&'0!.-0!3;!)(-06!
:(<2.60! %&:635&--0:2&3'! 23! 0'6&:,! ;36! :(':06! :0))-! &'! <(6(;;&'! 0%405505! -0:2&3'-*!



































%&'()*'! &+&(,-)-! ./0&12*'! 34! 567+8! 20&2! 0,1*'9*20,(&2)6+! 65! -1*:)5):! (6:)! ;&-!
&--6:)&2*8!;)20!*&'(,!-2&<*!'*:2&(!:&+:*'=!>+*!65!20*!&)9-!65!20*!:7''*+2!:0&12*'!;&-!
26! '*5)+*! 20)-! 96(*:7(&'! -)<+&27'*! ?,! )+@*-2)<&2)+<! 20*! 9*20,(&2)6+! 1'65)(*! 65!




:&+! ?*! 1*'56'9*8! )+E067-*N! 2;6! )916'2&+2! 5&:26'-! 56'! *K1(6'&26',! &+&(,-)-=! B0)-!
:0&12*'! &(-6! &)9*8! 26! 8*2*'9)+*! ;0*20*'! 20*! *K&9)+*8! /1A! -)2*-! ;*'*! :()+):&((,!
'*(*@&+2!56'!:6(6+):!:&+:*'=!!
!
B0*! 9*20,(&2)6+! -)2*-! :06-*+! 56'! 20)-! -278,! :&+! ?*! ?'6&8(,! 8)@)8*8! )+26! 20'**!
:&2*<6')*-=! B0*! 5)'-2! :&2*<6',! :6+-)-2-! 65! <*+*-! .!"#$% &!&'$% ()*"+$% *,-".% &+8!
#!)"/4!;06-*!:6+:69)2&+2!0,1*'9*20,(&2)6+!0&-!&('*&8,!?**+!-06;+O!)+!/0&12*'!3O!
26!?*!&--6:)&2*8!;)20!*&'(,E-2&<*! '*:2&(! :&+:*'=! B0*! '&2)6+&(*! 56'! 20*)'! -*(*:2)6+! )+!













C0=D=! E467%;8! *7! $! <$('6+! 7<! *+34! "! *5$%8(4(E5$%94! 54943*758! *2$*! '%&)94!
$373*78'8! :24%! %7*! 4%;$;4&! :'*2! *24'5! 6';$%&F! 04*5'%A"F! E)*! (4&'$*4! 8';%$68! <75!
3576'<45$*'7%F!&'<<454%*'$*'7%!75!(';5$*'7%!:24%!6';$%&AE7)%&,,DF!,,G.!H2454!2$I4!E44%!
97%<6'9*'%;! 54375*8! 7%! *24! (4*2+6$*'7%! 8*$*)8! 7<! &'()(# '%! &'<<454%*! 8*$;48! 7<!
9767549*$6! 9$%945.! J'E'! *+,# -.,//0# <7)%&! *2$*! (4*2+6$*'7%! 7<! &'()(# :$8! (754!
<54K)4%*6+! <7)%&! '%!$&I$%94&!9767%'9!9$%9458!E)*!L2'%!*+,#-.,//1#827:4&!$!8*43:'84!
54&)9*'7%! '%! *24! 357375*'7%! 7<! 9767549*$6! *)(7)58! :'*2! &'()(#(4*2+6$*'7%! <57(!
$&4%7($8!*7!/)M4N8!O/N!*)(7)58.!!
!
H24!(234#;4%4!4%97&48!PA=$&245'%F! $! *5$%8(4(E5$%4!357*4'%! <7)%&!7%!43'*246'$6!
94668! $%&! '8! 54837%8'E64! <75! 9466A9466! $&248'7%,,Q.! ?788! 7<! 9$&245'%A&434%&4%*!
$%9275$;4!($+! 357(7*4! &4*$92(4%*! 7<! *)(7)5! 94668!:'*2! 8)E84K)4%*! '%I$8'7%! *7!
$&R$94%*! 94668! $%&! &'884('%$*'7%! *7! &'8*$%*! 75;$%8.! S%! &'<<)84A*+34! ;$8*5'9,,B! $%&!
67E)6$5!E54$8*!9$%945,T#F!*24!(492$%'8(!54837%8'E64!<75!PA9$&245'%!&7:%A54;)6$*'7%!
'8! <54K)4%*6+! &)4! *7! ;4%4! ()*$*'7%! E)*! '%! 9767549*$6! 9$%945F! *2'8! (492$%'8(! '8!
'%<54K)4%*! $%&! '%8*4$&F! *5$%895'3*'7%$6! 8'64%9'%;! 7<! PA9$&245'%! '8! $8879'$*4&! :'*2!
357(7*45!(4*2+6$*'7%,,".!!
!
U4*2+6$*4&A'%A*)(7)5! VUS0HW! 679'! $54! =3XA5'92! $54$8! 679$*4&! '%! %7%357*4'%A
4%97&'%;!/01! 54;'7%8! $%&! 2$I4! E44%! <7)%&!(4*2+6$*4&! '%! 9767549*$6,T"F! ;$8*5'9,T,!
! ! """!
#$%! &#'()$#$*! &+'#$,&#-../! 0&,$)! *1+2+! ',3(4! 5678.! #$%! 5678"9! :+;+! &,2*!
($<,;&#*(=+!($!>;+%(3*($)!',3#'!#$%!%(2*#$*!;+3?;;+$3+!($!;+3*#'!3#$3+;"@@4!"@A/!!
!
B,$)! ($*+;2>+;2+%! $?3'+,*(%+! +'+&+$*! CB67DE"F! ;+>+#*2! #;+! #?*,$,&,?2!
;+*;,*;#$2>,2,$2!*1#*!#;+!?G(H?(*,?2!($!*1+!1?&#$!)+$,&+/!6$!2,&#*(3!3+''24!B67DE"!
;+>+#*2! #;+! 1+#=('I! &+*1I'#*+%4! :1(31! ;+2*;(3*2! *1+! #3*(=(*(+2! ,<! ;+*;,*;#$2>,2#'!
+'+&+$*2-.J/! 81+2+! #3*(=(*(+2! ($3'?%+! ($%?3($)! )+$,&(3! %+'+*(,$2-.K4! 31;,&,2,&+!
G;+#L2-.M! #$%! *;#$2',3#*(,$2-.9! '+#%($)! *,! +$1#$3+%!)+$,&(3! ($2*#G('(*I! ,<! *1+! 3+''/!
B67DE"!1I>,&+*1I'#*(,$!1#2!G++$!<,?$%!($!#!;#$)+!,<!1?&#$!&#'()$#$3(+24!($3'?%($)!
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!"#$%& <1+='-&+0)*! >*?1+='-&+1@! 7! 8! #! "#! 5! 5! ;! ;! #! 6! #A7;!
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!! !! !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
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!! !! !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
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!! !! !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
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!! !! !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
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!! !! !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
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!! !! !! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!
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Clinicopathological  Adjacent  Rectal cancer  Rectal cancer Colonic cancer 
features tissue cohort 1 cohort 2 cohort 
  (n=64) (n=64) (n=69) (n=68) 
       
Age (years)* 71 (33-89) 71 (33-89) 70 (31-92) 72(41-89) 
       
Gender      
Male 42 42 36 31 
Female 22 22 33 37 
       
       
Dukes' stage      
A  17 15 5 
B  15 28 36 
C  22 19 12 
D  10 7 15 
       
Tumour size (mm)* 45 (13-110) 38.5 (9-70) 48 (15-120) 
       
Vascular invasion      
No  44 43 37 
Yes  20 26 31 
       
Degree of differentiation      
Well  8 4 5 
Moderate  52 63 48 
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9(H-(*&! ED+)7! #,-*$ H79DG)%9+-,! E%&! D+:D7*! +,! CUTV! 9(H-(*&1! CD7! H7%,!
H79DG)%9+-,!)7$7)&!-F!#.#/01$%,4!2"!30!E7*7!&+:,+F+'%,9)G!D+:D7*!+,!,-47T,7:%9+$7!
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.&*;2)/*0-3!'043/*(,&!/>-<&!*-!1&*&,.03&!=;&*;&,!*;&!'*/*0'*0?/)!'0430+0?/3?&!-+!*;&!
/>-<&!.&*;2)/*0-3!'043/*(,&!?-()1!>&!0.@,-<&1A!I0++&,&3*!@&,.(*/*0-3'!=&,&!*/J&3!
03*-! ?-3'01&,/*0-3! /31! -(,! ,&'()*'! +-(31! *;/*! ?-3?-.0*/3*! ;2@&,.&*;2)/*0-3! -+!
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CD! FGH! =;>?E! *(24(5),/(13;! %.(! 0'',),&-! &6! #0#1+2' 0-'! 3!"4+! ,-)&! ).(! &*,7,-01!
+().310),&-! 2,7-0)9*(! ,+4*&/('! ).(! 24(5,6,5,)3! )&! JB;=?! @AB?! CD! FGH! J;>?E! :.,1(!
+0,-)0,-,-7!).(!2(-2,),/,)3;!K1).&97.!).(*(!,2!0-!,+4*&/(+(-)!,-!).(!24(5,6,5,)38!).(!
2(-2,),/,)3! &6! 4*(',5),-7!-&'01! ',2(02(! ,2! 2),11! *(10),/(13! 1&:!0-'! ,2! 9-1,L(13! )&!.0/(!
0-3! 51,-,501! ,+405);! M&*! 0-3! 4*&7-&2),5! N,&+0*L(*! )&! .0/(! 0-3! 51,-,501! 9),1,)38! ,)2!
2(-2,),/,)3!0-'!24(5,6,5,)3! 2.&91'!N(! ,-! ).(! *(7,&-!&6!0)! 1(02)!A>?;!M9*).(*!:&*L! )&!
,'(-),63!+&*(!0559*0)(!N,&+0*L(*2!:,11!N(!*(O9,*(';!!
! ! "#$!
  Rectal cancer cohort1   Rectal cancer cohort 2   Colonic cohort   
  Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, P* Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, P* Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, P* 
  GSTP1, CASP8 and TIMP3   GSTP1, CASP8 and TIMP3   GSTP1, CASP8 and TIMP3   
  ! 1 gene "2 genes   ! 1 gene "2 genes  ! 1 gene "2 genes   
Overall 31 33   30 39   45 23   
Age (years)               
Below median 13 19 0.317 14 20 0.809 22 12 1.000 
Median and above 18 14   16 19   23 11   
                
Gender               
F 11 11 1.000 14 19 1.000 25 12 0.803 
M 20 22   16 20   20 11   
                
Depth of invasion              
pT1 and pT2 8 12 0.086 3 15 0.012 2 3 0.327 
pT3 and pT4 23 11   27 24   43 20   
                
Nodal metastasis               
No 10 22 0.006 14 29 0.025 23 18 0.038 
Yes 21 11   16 10   22 5   
                
Distant metastasis              
No 24 30 0.178 26 36 0.440 33 20 0.235 








  Rectal cancer cohort1   Rectal cancer cohort 2   Colonic cohort   
  Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, P* Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, P* Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, P* 
  GSTP1, CASP8 and TIMP3   GSTP1, CASP8 and TIMP3   GSTP1, CASP8 and TIMP3   
  ! 1 gene "2 genes   ! 1 gene "2 genes   ! 1 gene "2 genes   
Vascular invasion               
No  20 24 0.592 17 26 0.457 21 16 0.122 
Yes 11 9   13 13   24 7   
                
Tumour size               
Below median 6 16 0.019 12 21 0.332 25 9 0.305 
Median and above 25 17   18 18   20 14   
                
Tumour grade               
Well/Moderate 28 32 0.347 30 37 0.501 38 15 0.120 










  Rectal cancer cohort1   Rectal cancer cohort 2   Colonic cohort   
  Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, GSTP1 Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, GSTP1 Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, GSTP1 
  CASP8, TIMP3, CXCL12 and DAPK1 CASP8, TIMP3, CXCL12 and DAPK1 CASP8, TIMP3, CXCL12 and DAPK1 
  ! 2 genes "3 genes P* ! 1 gene "2 genes P* ! 1 gene "2 genes P* 
Overall 35 29   33 36   48 20   
Age             
Below median 17 14 1.000 16 18 1.000 24 10 1.000 
Median and above 18 15   17 18   24 10   
              
Gender             
F 14 8 0.428 14 19 0.472 25 12 0.602 
M 21 21   19 17   23 8   
              
Depth of invasion            
pT1 and pT2 11 9 1.000 6 12 0.179 2 3 0.147 
pT3 and pT4 24 20   27 24   46 17   
              
Nodal metastasis            
No 9 23 <0.001 15 28 0.007 25 16 0.055 
Yes 26 6   18 8   23 4   
              
Distant metastasis            
No 27 27 0.097 29 33 0.702 35 18 0.199 







  Rectal cancer cohort1   Rectal cancer cohort 2   Colonic cohort   
  Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, GSTP1 Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, GSTP1 Hypermethylation of APC, RARB, GSTP1 
  CASP8, TIMP3, CXCL12 and DAPK1 CASP8, TIMP3, CXCL12 and DAPK1 CASP8, TIMP3, CXCL12 and DAPK1 
  ! 2 genes "3 genes P* ! 1 gene "2 genes P* ! 1 gene "2 genes P* 
Vascular invasion            
No  24 20 1.000 20 23 0.808 23 14 0.115 
Yes 11 9  13 13  25 6  
              
Tumour size             
Below median 11 18 0.023 14 19 0.472 27 7 0.183 
Median and above 24 11  19 17  21 13  
              
Tumour grade            
Well/Moderate 32 28 0.620 32 35 1.000 40 13 0.116 
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Clinicopathological Rectal cancer 
features   
    
Age (years)* 71 (33-89) 
    
Sex   
Male 39 
Female 25 
    





    
Tumour size (mm)* 45 (13-110) 
    
Vascular invasion   
No 40 
Yes 24 
    















Antibody Positive control 
Antigen 
retrieval Optimal  
Antibody 
incubation 
    condition  concentration period (mins) 
APC Breast 
High pressure, 
low pH  1 in 1000 60 
          
DAPK1 Small intestine High pH 1 in 50 60 
          
CXCL12 Adjacent rectal  Low pH 1 in 50 60 
  epithelium       
RARB Breast Low pH 1 in 50 60 
          
UNC5C Pancreas Low pH 1 in 50 60 
          
E-cadherin Adjacent rectal High pH 1 in 2000 30 
   epithelium       
ESR-! Breast High pH 1 in 50 30 
          
CDH13 Endothelial cells of  Low pH 1 in 1000 60 
  blood vessels in liver       
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  Staining intensity 
Samples APC DAPK1 CXCL12 RARB 
  Absent Weak Moderate Strong Absent Weak Moderate Strong Absent Weak Moderate Strong Absent Weak Moderate Strong 
Adjacent 2 4 1 33 0 0 0 40 0 0 10 30 31 9 0 0 
(n=40)                        
                         
Cancer 52 9 3 0 6 30 16 12 7 37 7 13 6 34 22 2 
(n=64)                                 
!"#$%&'()(&*+,-&.*+/0-&,1,203&"45&6*67&89:;%<4&%=89%>><:4&<4&"5?"@%4;&4:9A"$&;<>>B%&"45&9%@;"$&@"4@%9(&&&
!
  Staining intensity 
Samples UNC5C E-cadherin ESR-! CDH13 
  Absent Weak Moderate Strong Absent Weak Moderate Strong Absent Weak Moderate Strong Absent Weak Moderate Strong 
Adjacent 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 40 0 0 0 40 0 0 0 
(n=40)                         
                          
Cancer 26 30 8 0 0 0 0 64 64 0 0 0 64 0 0 0 
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Clinicopathological UNC5C DAPK1 Ecadherin APC 
features Absent Present P* Absent Present P* Absent Present P* Absent Present P* 
Age    0.799    0.672    1.000   0.750 
Median or below 14 18   4 28   0 32   25 7   
Above median 12 20   2 30   0 32   27 5   
                     
Gender    0.123    1.000    1.000   0.747 
F 7 19   2 23   0 26   22 4   
M 18 20   3 35   0 38   30 8   
                     
Depth of invasion    0.593    0.656    1.000   1.000 
pT1 and pT2 7 13   1 19   0 20   16 4   
pT3 and pT4 19 25   5 39   0 46   36 8   
                     
Nodal metastasis    0.043    0.676    1.000   1.000 
No 18 16   4 30   0 34   28 6   
Yes 8 22   2 28   0 30   24 6   
                     
Distant metastasis    0.456    1.000    1.000   1.000 
No  24 32   6 50   0 56   46 10   
Yes 2 6   0 8   0 8   6 2   
                     
Lymphovascular invasion    0.794    0.177    1.000   1.000 
No  16 25   2 39   0 34   33 8   
Yes 10 13   4 19   0 30   19 4   
                     
Tumour size    1.000    1.000    1.000   0.190 
Median or below 10 15   2 23   0 25   18 7   
Above median 16 23   4 35   0 39   34 5   
                     
Degree of differentiation    0.032    0.007    1.000   0.574 
Well and Moderate 36 24   6 54   0 34   49 11   





Clinicopathological CXCL12 RARB ESR-! CDH13 
features Absent Present P* Absent Present P* Absent Present P* Absent Present P* 
Age    0.426    0.672    1.000    1.000 
Median or below 2 30   4 28   32 0   32 0   
Above median 5 27   2 30   32 0   32 0   
                      
Gender    1.000    1.000    1.000    1.000 
F 3 23   2 24   26 0   26 0   
M 4 34   4 34   38 0   38 0   
                      
Depth of invasion    0.419    1.000    1.000    1.000 
pT1 and pT2 1 19   2 18   20 0   20 0   
pT3 and pT4 6 38   4 30   46 0   46 0   
                      
Nodal metastasis    0.433    1.000    1.000    1.000 
No 5 29   3 31   34 0   34 0   
Yes 2 28   3 27   30 0   30 0   
                      
Distant metastasis    1.000    0.159    1.000    1.000 
No  6 50   4 52   56 0   56 0   
Yes 1 7   2 6   8 0   8 0   
                      
Lymphovascular invasion    0.240    1.000    1.000    1.000 
No  3 38   4 37   34 0   34 0   
Yes 4 19   2 21   30 0   30 0   
                      
Tumour size    1.000    0.671    1.000    1.000 
Median or below 3 22   3 22   25 0   25 0   
Above median 4 35   3 36   39 0   39 0   
                      
Degree of differentiation    0.378    0.332    1.000    1.000 
Well and Moderate 6 54   5 55   60 0   60 0   
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Clinicopathological Screening set Validation set 





Male:Female 4:6 3:7 6:4 6:4 42:22 
Age  69.5 71.5 73.5 71.5 71.5 
(range) (48-82) (61-87) (51-86) (56-86) (33-89) 
        
High risk features       
>1 cm in diameter 
only  0     
>3 polyps only  1     
Villous morphology 
only  0     
Moderate/High grade 
dysplasia only  1     
>1 of the above 
features  8     
        
Dukes' Stage       
A   10 0 10 
B   0 0 22 
C   0 10 22 
D   0 0 10 
        
Tumour size (mm)*   28 (13-60) 50 (35-55) 40 (13-110) 
        
Vascular invasion       
No   9 5 44 
Yes   1 5 20 
        
Differentiation       
Well   4 2 7 
Moderate   6 8 53 
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Methylation profiling of rectal cancer identifies novel markers
of early-stage disease
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Background: Radical surgery is the de facto treatment for early rectal cancer. Conservative surgery with
transanal endoscopic microsurgery can achieve high rates of cure but the histopathological measures of
outcome used to select local treatment lack precision. Biomarkers associated with disease progression,
particularly mesorectal nodal metastasis, are urgently required. The aim was to compare patterns of
gene-specific hypermethylation in radically excised rectal cancers with histopathological stage.
Methods: Locus-specific hypermethylation of 24 tumour suppressor genes was measured in 105 rectal
specimens (51 radically excised adenocarcinomas, 35 tissues adjacent to tumour and 19 normal controls)
using themethylation-specificmultiplex ligation-dependent probe assay (MS-MLPA).Methylation values
were correlated with histopathological indices of disease progression and validated using bisulphite
pyrosequencing.
Results: Five sites (ESR1, CDH13, CHFR, APC and RARB) were significantly hypermethylated in
cancer compared with adjacent tissue and normal controls (P < 0·050). Methylation at these sites was
higher in Dukes’ A than Dukes’ ‘D’ cancers (P = 0·013). Methylation at two sites (GSTP1 and RARB)
was individually associated with localized disease (N0 and M0 respectively; P = 0·006 and P = 0·008).
Hypermethylation of at least two of APC, RARB, TIMP3, CASP8 and GSTP1 was associated with
early (N0 M0) disease (N0, P = 0·002; M0, P = 0·044). Methylation levels detected by MS-MLPA and
pyrosequencing were concordant.
Conclusion: Locus-specific hypermethylation was more prevalent in early- than late-stage disease.
Hypermethylation of two or more of a panel of five tumour suppressor genes was associated with
localized disease.
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Introduction
Radical total mesorectal excision (TME) is the de facto
treatment for early (pathological tumour category (pT)
1–2) rectal cancer. Nevertheless it is probable that a
conservative surgical approach using transanal endoscopic
microsurgery (TEMS) will be curative in the majority
of patients. Predictive histopathological indices allow
stratification of an individual’s risk of recurrence following
TEMS1. Unfortunately most subjects are found to have
an intermediate probability of recurrence, between 10 and
30 per cent. Current imaging modalities do not reliably
detect locoregional lymphatic spread, especially at a micro-
scopic level, and rarely inform these clinical decisions2.
Consequently recommendations to proceed with radical
TME surgery in the context of early-stage rectal cancer
are frequently based on grave uncertainty, rather than
robust objective evidence.
Molecular markers are increasingly being used to guide
the choice of medical therapy for patients with cancer.
Testing for HER2 receptor status in patients with breast
cancer for trastuzumab (Herceptin; Genentech, San
Francisco, California, USA) treatment is now performed
routinely. Epidermal growth factor receptor antagonists
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are offered selectively for patients with colorectal cancer
expressing the wild-type KRAS. More recently, stud-
ies have shown that somatic loss of MLH1 or MSH2
expression in colorectal cancers correlates with resistance
to fluoropyrimidine-based chemotherapy3,4. Use of bio-
logical markers associated with disease progression in
early-stage rectal cancer, particularly mesorectal nodal
metastasis, could be used to guide surgical treatment,
although this avenue remains unexplored.
In recent years, epigenetic silencing has gained
recognition as a key mechanism in carcinogenesis. The
epigenetic code is a complex interplay ofDNAmethylation,
histone and RNA modifications that often influence gene
expression. DNA methylation involves the addition of
methyl groups to cytosines that are followed by guanines
(CpGs). Such CpG-rich regions are commonly found
in the promoters of tumour suppressor genes. These
sites are usually hypomethylated in normal cells, but
they may become aberrantly methylated in tumours5.
Promoter hypermethylation of tumour suppressor genes
has been shown to occur early in colorectal carcinogenesis6,
and may predict disease progression in colorectal, breast
and prostate cancer7–9. Importantly, DNA methylation is
stable and can be evaluated in paraffin-embedded archived
tissues, providing a robust assay that could be used in the
clinical arena.
The presence of mesorectal lymph node metastasis
is associated with an increased risk of local recurrence
following radical TME surgery10 and is an important
reason for treatment failure following TEMS. Biomarkers
selecting for locoregional metastasis could guide surgical
decision-making. Following on from studies that have
identified the prognostic value of DNA methylation in
colorectal cancer7,11, DNA methylation was evaluated
in sporadic rectal cancers treated by TME to identify
markers associated with local and distant metastasis.
Methylation changes were correlated with conventional
histopathological indices of tumour progression.
Methods
The authors’ tissue bank consists of over 200 flash-frozen
colorectal cancer specimens from patients treated at a
single institution between 2001 and 2004. Samples were
taken from the core of the resected tumour by the
operating surgeon immediately after surgery and flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen. After exclusion of patients with
either a family or previous history of colorectal cancer,
inflammatory bowel disease, neoadjuvant therapy and non-
rectal cancers, a total of 51 rectal adenocarcinomas treated
with TME were identified and included in the study.
Among the 51 tumours, 35 had histologically confirmed
tumour-free adjacent tissues (taken 5 cm or more from the
tumour edge) for paired analysis. Nineteen normal control
samples obtained from patients who underwent normal
colonoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy for a range of non-
specific symptoms were also included. Ethical approval
was obtained from the Black Country Research Ethics
Committee.
DNA extraction
DNA was extracted using a standard proteinase K (Sigma-
Aldrich, Gillingham,UK) digestion. Briefly, approximately
30–60 mg frozen tissue was added to 0·5 ml DNA
digestion buffer (50 mmol/l Tris–HCl pH 8, 100 mmol/l
EDTA, 200 mmol/l sodium chloride, 1 per cent sodium
dodecyl sulphate) containing 0·2 mg/ml proteinaseK. After
incubation overnight at 37°Cwith gentle shaking, the lysate
was extracted using phenol–chloroform–isoamyl alcohol
(Sigma-Aldrich), and DNA precipitated with ethanol and
sodium acetate. The DNA was pelleted, washed with
70 per cent ethanol, dried and finally resuspended in
Tris–EDTA (TE) buffer. The quality and quantity of
DNA were assessed using an SP BIO spectrophotometer
(Sanyo Gallenkemp, Loughborough, UK). All samples
had an optical density (OD)260/OD280 ratio of between
1·8 and 2·0. DNA concentration was quantified as:
OD260 × dilution factor× 50 µg/ml.
Quantitative DNA methylation analyses
Methylation-specific multiplex ligation probe analysis
Methylation-specific (MS)multiplex ligation probe analysis
(MLPA; MRC-Holland, Amsterdam, The Netherlands),
a high-throughput, semiquantitative, methylation-specific
enzyme-based polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay, was
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
The SALSA MLPA ME001 Tumour Suppressor-1 kit,
containing probes which detect the methylation status
of 24 promoters of tumour suppressor genes that are
frequently methylated in tumours12,13, was used. Each
probe corresponded to a single gene, apart fromMLH1 and
RASSF1 which contained two probes each. Methylation at
several of these sites has been shown to correlate with
reduced or absent gene expression14.
To calculate the percentage methylation, each sample
required two ligation probe reactions, one containing the
methylation-sensitive enzyme HhaI and the other without.
Briefly, 100–150 ng of each sample was diluted to 5 µl with
TE buffer and heated at 98°C for 40 min in a thermocycler.
Following the addition of ligation probes, samples were
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incubated at 60°C for 16 h to allow hybridization. Samples
were split equally into two vials, each containing the same
amount of DNA. Ligase-65 mix (containing Ligase-65
buffer, Ligase-65 enzyme and water) was added to the first
vial, and Ligase-Digestion mix (Ligase-65 buffer, Ligase-
65 enzyme, HhaI enzyme (Promega, Southampton, UK)
and water) to the second. Samples were incubated at
49°C for 30 min. The ligase enzyme was inactivated by
heating at 98°C for 5 min. PCR buffer, deoxynucleoside
5′-triphosphates (dNTPs) and Taq polymerase were added
to the samples. The PCR reaction was performed in a
thermocycler preheated to 72°C, under the following
conditions: 35 cycles at 95°C for 30 s, 60°C for 30 s
and 72°C for 60 s. The final incubation was at 72°C for
20 min. Amplification products were analysed on an ABI-
3730 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Warrington,
UK). Negative water controls were included to ensure no
contamination. Internal validation was performed using
unmethylated and methylated genomic DNA (Millipore,
Watford, UK).
To address peak variations due to fluctuations in the
assay run, such as amount of DNA, ploidy variations and
PCR conditions, a process of intrasample normalization
was performed. The relative peak height of each probe
was determined by dividing the absolute peak height by
the mean height of all 15 control probes. A methylation
percentage for each probe was obtained using the following
calculation, as described previously14,15:
Methylation (%)
=
(peak height of a given probe/mean
height of control probes)with HhaI
(peak height of a given probe/mean
height of control probes)without HhaI
× 100
A sample was considered hypermethylated if its methy-
lation for any given gene was greater than the mean
methylation in normal mucosa + twice the standard
deviation16,17.
Bisulphite pyrosequencing
Bisulphite treatment of 1 µg genomic DNA was performed
using the Epitect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen, Crawley, UK)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. An inter-
nal control for bisulphite treatment was incorporated into
each assay for analysis. Cytosines not followed by gua-
nine are unmethylated, and are converted to thymine
following bisulphite treatment and PCR. Full bisulphite
conversion is confirmed if templates show thymine and no
cytosine in these positions. The APC primer sequences
and PCR conditions are available at the PyroMark
Assay Database (http://techsupport.pyrosequencing.com).
Primers for RARB were designed using PSQ Assay
Design software 1.0 (Qiagen); sequences were:
5′-GAGTTGTTTGAGGATTGGGATGT-3′ (forward)
and 5′-biotin-CCAAAAAAATCCCAAATTCTC-3′ (re-
verse). PCR was performed using 1 µl bisulphite-treated
DNA, 10 pmol forward primers, 5 pmol reverse primers,
5 µl 10× buffer, 1·5 µl 50 mmol/l magnesium chloride,
2·5 mmol of each dNTP and 1·5 units IMMOLASETM
DNA polymerase (Bioline, London, UK), made up to 50 µl
with sterile distilledwater. ThePCR conditionswere: 95°C
for 10 min; 40 cycles of 95°C for 20 s, 54°C for 20 s and
72°C for 30 s; and finally 72°C for 5 min. Negative water
controls were included to ensure no contamination.
Some 5 µl of each PCR product was analysed
on a 1 per cent agarose gel before pyrosequencing.
Remaining PCR products were captured on streptavidin-
coated beads and incubated with 10 pmol sequencing
primer. For RARB, the sequencing primer was 5′-
AGTTGTTTGAGGATTGG-3′. Pyrosequencing was
performed on a PyroMark Q96 ID machine using
PyroMark Gold Q96 reagents (Qiagen). Samples were
repeated on different days to assess reproducibility.
Internal validation was performed using bisulphite-treated
unmethylated and methylated genomic DNA (Millipore).
The methylation percentage was calculated automati-
cally as the number of cytosines divided by the sum of
cytosines and thymines at each CpG site (multiplied by
100). The APC assay measures the methylation status of
ten CpG sites at positions −86, −77, −67, −54, −51,
−43, −40, −22, −18 and −12, whereas the RARB assay
measures methylation of five CpG sites at positions +106,
+112, +114, +118 and +123 relative to their transcrip-
tional start sites. The HhaI site (used in MS-MLPA) for
APC corresponds to CpG site 3 of the pyrosequencing
assay, and the HhaI site for RARB is 180 bp upstream of
the transcriptional start site.
Statistical analysis
Statistical significance between groups was determined
using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test for
paired variables.Mann–WhitneyU test orKruskal–Wallis
test was used for unpaired continuous variables, where
appropriate. For categorical variables, Fisher’s exact test
was used. Correlation of methylation levels between
MS-MLPA and pyrosequencing was performed using
Spearman’s rank correlation. P < 0·050 was considered
significant. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
version 15 for Windows (SPSS, Chicago, Illinois, USA).
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Age (years)* 63 (36–83) 71 (33–89) 71 (33–89)











Well or moderate 46
Poor 5
*Values are median (range).
Results
Clinical and pathological data are summarized in Table 1.
Methylation levels in rectal cancer
Methylation levels in cancer were analysed by MS-
MLPA and compared with those in adjacent tissue. Of
the 24 tumour suppressor genes, five were significantly
methylated in cancer: ESR1 (P < 0·001), CDH13 (P <
0·001), CHFR (P < 0·001), APC (P < 0·001) and RARB
(P = 0·023). When methylation levels in cancer were
compared with those of normal controls, the significance
of these five genes was preserved. The methylation levels
of individual cancers, adjacent tissues and normal controls
for these five genes are shown in Fig. 1.
Analysis of methylation as a categorical variable was
also performed. A sample was considered hypermethylated
if its methylation exceeded a cut-off value corresponding
to twice the standard deviation plus the mean in normal
controls. Each of the 24 genes was hypermethylated in
at least one cancer. The proportion of cancers with
hypermethylation of each of the five genes was significantly
greater than that seen in adjacent tissue and normal
control (ESR1: 80 versus 14 versus 5 per cent, P < 0·001;
CDH13: 71 versus 6 versus 5 per cent, P < 0·001; CHFR:
45 versus 14 versus 5 per cent, P < 0·001; APC: 43 versus
6 versus 5 per cent, P < 0·001; and RARB: 31 versus 9
versus 5 per cent, P = 0·009). The results are summarized
in Table 2, and Tables S1 and S2 (supporting information).
Individual samples were subsequently examined for the
number of genes hypermethylated. The distribution of the
number of genes hypermethylated in cancer, adjacent tissue
and normal control is shown in Table 3. Overall, cancers
had higher numbers of methylated genes than adjacent
tissue and normal control: median 3 (range 0–24) versus
1 (0–15) versus 0 (0–8) respectively (P < 0·001). Only
4 per cent of cancers (2 of 51) did not exhibit any gene
hypermethylation, in contrast to 49 per cent (17 of 35) in
adjacent tissue and 68 per cent (13 of 19) in normal control
tissue. Five cancers had 16 ormore hypermethylated genes;
all were node-negative tumours.
Association of methylation with histopathological
indices of disease progression
The methylation levels of ESR1, CDH13, CHFR, APC
and RARB in cancer were stratified according to Dukes’
stage. These five genes were selected as their methylation
levels were significantly higher in cancer than in adjacent
tissue and normal control. Fig. 2a illustrates the contrast
in methylation levels of these five genes at different stages
of cancer, in adjacent tissue and in normal control. There
was a trend for decreasing combined methylation levels
with advancing Dukes’ stage. The methylation difference
between Dukes’ A (tumour node metastasis (TNM) stage
I) and Dukes’ ‘D’ (TNM stage IV) cancers was statistically
significant (P = 0·013).
Correlation with individual histopathological indices
revealed higher levels of GSTP1 methylation in node-
negative compared with node-positive cancers (median
(interquartile range, i.q.r.) 8·1 (4·1–11·3) versus 5·8 (0–7·1)
per cent; P = 0·006). Higher levels of RARB methylation
were seen in non-metastatic cancers than in those with
distant metastasis (median (i.q.r.) 7·5 (4·3–28·5) versus
3·9 (3·8–4·8) per cent; P = 0·008) (Fig. 2b). RARB was
hypermethylated in 16 of 42 non-metastatic cancers and
none of nine cancers with distant metastasis (P = 0·043).
The total number of hypermethylated loci was
also correlated with individual histopathological indices.
Cancers with six or more hypermethylated loci were
more frequently node-negative (P = 0·015). Further
analysis revealed a methylation signature that correlated
with localized and hence favourable disease phenotype.
Concomitant hypermethylation of two or more of CASP8,
APC, RARB, TIMP3 and GSTP1 was seen more frequently
in node-negative (P = 0·002) and non-metastatic (P =
0·044) cancers (Table 4). In contrast, hypermethylation
of none or only one of these genes was associated
with advanced tumour stage, pT3–4 (P = 0·047). Fig. 3
illustrates the methylation levels of these five genes in
normal controls, adjacent tissues and different stages of
cancers.
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Fig. 1 Percentage methylation of a ESR1, b
CDH13, c CHFR, d APC and e RARB in 19
normal control samples, 35 adjacent tissues
and 51 cancers. *P < 0.050, †P < 0.001 (2-tailed
Wilcoxon signed rank test for comparison of
matched adjacent tissues and cancers; 2-tailed




























































































Validation of MS-MLPA results by pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing allows quantification of methylation at
multiple CpG sites. In contrast, MS-MLPA evaluates CpG
sites that are recognized only by the methylation-sensitive
restriction enzyme. This usually translates to the quantifi-
cation of methylation at only one or two CpG sites for any
given gene. Methylation levels measured by MS-MLPA
were therefore correlated with pyrosequencing data to
explore whether measurement at a single site would be
representative of the methylation status of other CpGs
within the promoter. APC and RARB were selected as
their methylation levels, detected by MS-MLPA, were
significantly higher in cancer than in adjacent tissue and
normal control. Forty rectal cancers and normal controls
were reanalysed by pyrosequencing. These samples had
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Table 2 Comparison of methylation between cancers, adjacent tissues and normal controls for six of the 24 genes analysed
ESR1 CDH13 CHFR APC RARB CDKN2A
Cancer (n = 51)
Methylation (%)* 53·7 40·8 1·9 7·7 6·4 2·2
(6·5–100) (0–87·0) (0–86·7) (0–84·9) (1·5–92·0) (0–37·1)
No. of samples hypermethylated 41 36 23 22 16 2
Methylation of hypermethylated samples (%)* 57·7 45·1 35·4 47·3 35·1 24·5
(29·3–100) (28·7–87·0) (3·2–86·7) (19·4–84·9) (18·2–92·0) (11·8–37·1)
Adjacent tissue (n = 35)
Methylation (%)* 10·7 12·7 0·7 4·7 4·9 2·8
(0–59·2) (6·5–46·9) (0–13·2) (0–24·3) (0–21·4) (0–14·1)
No. of samples hypermethylated 5 2 5 2 3 4
Methylation of hypermethylated samples (%)* 43·4 40·4 6·4 22·9 20·9 13·6
(30·2–59·2) (33·7–46·9) (4·0–13·2) (21·3–24·3) (17·7–21·4) (10·7–14·1)
Normal (n = 19)
Methylation (%)* 11·2 14·6 0 4·1 4·8 1·7
(0–34·0) (5·8–32·6) (0–4·7) (0–20·4) (0–24·1) (0–12·0)
No. of samples hypermethylated 1 1 1 1 1 2
Methylation of hypermethylated samples (%)* 34·0 32·6 4·7 20·4 24·1 11·3
(10·5–12·0)
P (cancer versus adjacent)† <0·001 <0·001 <0·001 <0·001 0·023 0·599
P (cancer versus normal)‡ <0·001 <0·001 0·001 0·011 0·028 0·552
P (adjacent versus normal)‡ 0·379 0·025 0·262 0·978 0·431 0·049
*Values are median (range). A sample was considered hypermethylated if its methylation was greater than the mean methylation in normal tissues + twice
the standard deviation. Results for remaining genes are summarized in Tables S1 and S2 (supporting information). †Two-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank
test; ‡two-tailed Mann–Whitney U test.
Table 3 Distribution of number of hypermethylated genes in
cancers, adjacent tissues and normal controls
No. of hypermethylated loci
0 1–2 3–4 5–10 11–15 ≥16 P
Cancer
(n = 51)
2 15 18 11 0 5 <0·001*
Adjacent tissue
(n = 35)
17 14 1 1 2 0
Normal
(n = 19)
13 4 0 2 0 0 0·251†
*Versus normal control and adjacent tissue; †versus adjacent tissue
(Fisher’s exact test).
been previously analysed by MS-MLPA and represented
a wide range of methylation. Both pyrosequencing assays
were firstly validated using bisulphite-treated unmethy-
lated and methylated genomic DNA. All 15 CpG sites
(ten in APC and five in RARB) evaluated showed less
than 10 per cent methylation in the unmethylated con-
trol and over 90 per cent methylation in the methylated
control.
Methylation levels for APC and RARB were concordant
between the two assays across all CpG sites, indicating
that the methylation level at a single CpG site is generally
reflective of the methylation status of surrounding CpGs.
For APC, the correlation coefficients (ρ) for the ten CpG
sites were 0·884, 0·906, 0·902, 0·805, 0·901, 0·839, 0·890,
0·885, 0·865 and 0·883, and that for the mean methylation
value was 0·894 (P < 0·001). The correlation coefficients
for the five CpG sites in RARB were 0·929, 0·910, 0·905,
0·903 and 0·920, with 0·931 for the mean methylation
value (P < 0·001). Representative graphs demonstrating
the correlation between the two assays are shown in Fig. 4.
Evaluation of methylation levels across consecutive
CpG sites
Variations in methylation levels for APC and RARB were
observed across the CpG sites. Some sites exhibited
relatively higher or lower methylation levels for the
majority of samples. The coefficient of variation calculated
for each sample ranged from 0·082 to 1·67 for APC and
from 0·045 to 0·636 for RARB.
Methylation levels in adjacent tissues and normal
controls
Methylation differences between colonic mucosa adjacent
to cancer and mucosa from normal colon have been
reported. Such differences have been postulated to be due
to a field change defect18. The methylation levels between
these two groups were analysed to determine whether
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Fig. 2 a Box plot demonstrating the combined methylation levels of ESR1, CDH13, CHFR, APC and RARB in normal controls, adjacent
tissues and cancers according to stage. These five genes were selected as their methylation levels were significantly higher in cancer
than in adjacent tissue and normal control. Median (line within box), interquartile range (box) and range (error bars) are shown. Circles
and crosses represent normal and extreme outliers respectively. bMethylation levels of GSTP1 (left) and RARB (right) in cancers
according to nodal and distant metastasis status respectively. *P < 0·050, †P < 0·010 (2-tailed Mann–Whitney U test)
this effect was present in the present study. The median
age for both groups was over 60 years, although adjacent
tissue was from patients with a higher median age. The
difference, however, did not reach statistical significance
(P = 0·055). The sex ratio was similar in the two groups
(Table 1).
Overall, subtle differences in methylation levels were
seen between adjacent tissue and normal control (Table 2;
Tables S1 and S2, supporting information). Ten genes
showed higher methylation levels in adjacent tissue, with
CDKN2A just reaching statistical significance (P = 0·049).
Higher methylation levels in normal control were seen
in 13 genes, with CDH13 being statistically significant
(P = 0·025). Adjacent tissue had a greater number of
hypermethylated loci but the difference was not statistically
significant (P = 0·251) (Table 3). Two adjacent tissues had
11 and 15 hypermethylated loci. Their matched cancers,
both node-negative tumours, showed greater numbers of
hypermethylated loci (17 and 24 respectively).
Discussion
This study has identified increased locus-specific methyla-
tion in rectal cancer comparedwith both adjacent tissue and
normal rectal mucosa. The prevalence of thesemethylation
events decreased significantly as tumour stage increased.
Considering individual tumours, concomitant methylation
at multiple sites was strongly associated with histopatho-
logically localized disease (Tx N0 M0). The authors have
termed this signature ‘rectal cancer methylator pheno-
type’. This may be a clinically useful variable, as local
excision of rectal cancer allows the depth of invasion to be
assessed, but provides no data regarding the presence of
local micrometastasis.
Promoter hypermethylation of tumour suppressor genes
in colorectal cancer is well documented5,16,19,20. Most
studies have incorporated colonic and rectal neoplasia
as a single entity, although there are molecular and
histopathological differences between right- and left-
sided lesions21–23. The present study incorporated only
non-irradiated rectal cancers treated by standard total
mesorectal excision. Only one other group has investigated
methylation exclusively in rectal cancer, examining the
association between prognosis and methylation of seven
genomic loci previously found methylated in colorectal
cancer24. Using samples from the Dutch TME trial,
they found that a subgroup of patients with relative
hypomethylation of MINT17 had a significant risk of
distant recurrence, shorter cancer-specific survival and
shorter overall survival7. Their more recent work showed
that hypermethylation of MINT17 was associated with a
lower local recurrence rate following TME surgery11. The
present study has provided further evidence that locus-
specific hypermethylation could be used to predict disease
progression in rectal cancer.
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Table 4 Correlation of clinicopathological features with
methylation of APC, RARB, TIMP8, CASP8 and GSTP1 in
cancers
Methylation of CASP8, APC,
RARB, TIMP3 and GSTP1
≤1 gene ≥2 genes P*
Overall 36 15
Age (years) 0·554
Below median 18 6




Depth of tumour invasion 0·047
pT1 and pT2 8 8











Below median 16 7
Median or above 20 8
Degree of differentiation 1·000
Well + moderate 32 14
Poor 4 1
pT, pathological tumour category. *Two-tailed Fisher’s exact test.
Methylation of tumour suppressor genes is evident in
aberrant crypt foci25,26, the earliest stage of tumorigenesis,
and may form a critical first step in neoplastic progression.
This is further supported by the work of Judson and
colleagues27 who found that tumour suppressor gene











































Fig. 4 Correlation of mean methylation levels between
methylation-specific multiplex ligation-dependent probe assay
(MS-MLPA) and pyrosequencing for a APC and b RARB
and, interestingly, correlated with fewer chromosomal
changes. Similar correlations have been extended to
colorectal cancer. Cheng and co-workers28 found an
inverse relationship between methylation of ten tumour
suppressor genes and chromosomal aberrations. The
evidence suggests that tumours exhibiting low levels






Normal Adjacent tissue Dukes' A Dukes' B Dukes' C Dukes' ‘D’
Fig. 3 Heat map illustrating methylation levels of CASP8, APC, RARB, TIMP3 and GSTP1 in normal controls, adjacent tissues and
cancers grouped according to Dukes’ stage. The heat map was generated using dChip (http://www.dchip.org). On the left is the
dendrogram showing gene clustering using 1-correction as distance metric and centroid linkage method. Methylation levels of each
gene across samples were scaled linearly to have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. Hypermethylation of two or more of CASP8,
APC, RARB, TIMP3 and GSTP1 was seen more frequently in Dukes’ A and B than in Dukes’ C and ‘D’ cancers
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of methylation are driven via a different pathway. In
the present study the frequency of methylation was
not consistent across all stages of rectal cancer, with
methylation being less prevalent in advanced disease. It is
possible that the advanced rectal cancers in this series were
driven via the chromosomal instability pathway, whereas
the early cancers were driven via the methylation pathway.
It is appreciated that the studies to date, including the
present investigation, included only a limited set of genes.
An approach that incorporates the detection ofmethylation
and chromosomal aberrations at a genome-wide level
would be needed to determine whether such a relationship
is applicable to all loci.
The present study has identified an association between
hypermethylation and favourable histopathological stage,
as implied in previous studies that correlated methyla-
tion in single or multiple genes with clinical stage and
outcome29,30. Toyota and colleagues24 pioneered the
concept ‘CpG island methylation phenotype’ (CIMP),
originally referring to a subgroup of colorectal cancers
with multiple methylated loci possessing distinct clinico-
pathological and molecular features such as association
with proximal tumour location and methylation of p16,
THBS1 and hMLH124. Subsequent large population-based
studies in colonic cancer have confirmed the existence
of such a phenotype and, in addition, showed CIMP-
positive tumours to be associated with KRAS and BRAF
mutations and older age31,32. When stratified according
to microsatellite instability status, CIMP-positive tumours
that were also microsatellite-stable were associated with a
shorter 5-year survival. One of the main criticisms of these
studies is that methylation was measured qualitatively,
giving rise to positive results in tumours with low and
insignificant levels of methylation33. Using a quantitative
methylation approach, Ogino et al.33 showed that CIMP
was associated with lower colonic cancer-specific mortal-
ity, independent of other molecular changes. Although
such a finding is consistent with the present results, no
study to date has evaluated CIMP specifically in rectal
cancer.
There can be variation in the degree of methylation
within a gene promoter34 butmany established quantitative
methylation approaches, such as real-time methylation-
specific PCR and combined bisulphite restriction analysis,
examine methylation of one CpG site only. Corroboration
of MS-MLPA results with bisulphite pyrosequencing data
in the present study showed that, although methylation
levels at a given position were concordant between the two
platforms for APC and RARB, the level of methylation can
vary across consecutive CpGs.
Methylation levels in tumours were compared with
both those in adjacent tissue and mucosa from normal
individuals because, although the adjacent tissue was
inherently age- and sex-matched, it might provide an
unrepresentative result owing to a field change in the
whole bowel. Only small differences between normal
mucosa and adjacent tissues were found for the target
loci, however, indicating that the degree of field change
for the loci analysed was minor. Variation in methylation
even among individual crypts from the same biopsy has
been detected35, suggesting that analysis at the crypt level
is necessary to identify subtle differences between the two
groups.
The presence of occult nodal disease is likely to be a key
factor in predicting local failure following disc excision
with TEMS for the treatment of early rectal cancer.
This study has identified molecular markers that may
discriminate early cancers that have spread to mesorectal
lymph nodes (high risk) from others that remain localized
(low risk). This panel of biomarkers will be further
refined and evaluated prospectively as part of the Cancer
Research UK Transanal endoscopic microsurgery and
radiotherapy for early rectal cancer (TREC) study to
determine whether it reproducibly predicts mesorectal
nodal metastasis following radical excision and local
recurrence following a strategy of organ preservation
incorporating TEMS.
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